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offer choice 
by  Nixes Baker 
Despite the fact that there~ 
is no mayorality race int 
Terrace this year, all the 
elements are present for an 
ext remely  in teres t ing  
aldermanic election. 
Town residents will be 
given the opportunity of 
questioning all nine alder- 
manic candidates at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Wed- 
nasday evening at an all- 
candidates meeting. 
op~Ranning forthe three spots 
on council are five men 
( three Incumbents) and four 
women. 
contributions tomake to the 
dlatrict and would like the 
op.partu~.ty o finish many 
unaertamngs started uring 
the past two years. 
Cooper was a director of 
the Kitimat.Stiklne r ~imml 
council ast year also. 
The other man running for 
council is local merchant AI 
Purschke. Purechke, a past 
governor of Lions In- 
ternational, says simply 
council must stop bickering 
among themselves and act in 
a more bnsinoss.like man- 
nor .  
Three ' other women 
seeking aldermanic seats 
A new element has been. include Lil Farkvam, an 
introduced ,this year as two instructor at Northwest 
candidates,  Marguer i te Community College and an 
Clarkssn and Paul Johnston active member of the 
are openly running as 
candidates sponsored by the 
K i t lmat-Terraee labor 
co.oi l . .  
Cisrkson is the ce- 
ordlnator of Canada Works 
projects in Terrace and a 
shop steward with the Im- 
migration and Labor Union. 
Johnston is the business 
ageat of the Rock and Tunnel 
Workers Unioa. He is also a 
part time instructor at the 
Northwest Community 
College 
recreation commission, who 
is making her first try for a 
council seat. 
The .major plank in her 
platform is better ecreation 
facilities for Terrace and 
quicker action by council 
after it has been pr~ented 
with a problem. 
Juanita Hatton, a long- 
time well.known Terrace 
resident wants people in 
Terrace to take more pride 
in what she calls "the most 
beautiful town in British 
Columbia." 
The two candidates are Hatton adds that since the 
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l~in~olls,  Clarkson ex- 
All three incumbents, Vie 
Jolllffe, who lists his oc- 
cupation as alderman, Bob 
Cooper, an independent 
logging contractor, and 
David Pease, an accountant, 
are seeking re-election. 
• Beth Pease and Cooper are 
first term aldermen, while 
Joiliffe, an ex-moyor ot 
Terrace, has served eight of 
the past 16 years on council. 
Jolliffe, a noted fighter on 
both .Terrace and regional 
district councils, explains his 
candidacy by noting that 
someone must fight for 
Terrace as the transition of 
the district from a logging 
mtmieipality to a district 
service centre continues. 
Both Cooper and Pease 
report hey still have major 
or not. Msst of the walkouts have 
By and large mest can- 
didates agree on most major 
Items such as bus tran- 
spertatiou- differences as to 
financing being the main 
argument here. All agree 
parks and recreation eed 
mote attention. All agree 
that it is a good thing for 
Terrace .to become a 
regional district centre of the 
mid.north. 
The two labor candidates, 
naturally enough, have more 
grandiose ideas including 
land stock piling by the 
district to supply low cost 
housing. 
Electlou day is Saturday, 
Nov. 18. Only one poll is used 
and that is located at 
Clarence Michael Elemen- 
tary School on Sparks Street. 
Voting hours are from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. 
The ship just 
passed them 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -- 
The tanker that collided with 
a shrimp boat in the Gulf of 
Mexico on Sunday at first 
stopped about 1.5 kilometres 
away, then resumed its 
Journey into the night 
leaving the sinking boat and 
five fishermen in the water, 
a survivor Said Monday. At 
Complaint 
rejected 
least wo died. 
A distress signal just 
before the boat sank said the 
tanker was Japanese but did 
not name it. 
• Two men were rescued 
Monday and two bodies were 
found by the U.S. Coast 
Guard. The search for the 
fifth fisherman continued. 
One of the rescued sailors, 
who said he was asleep at the 
time of the crash, was 
rescued by a Russian 
freighter Sunday af ter  
• swimming 17 hours with a 
LUSAKA (Rooter)-- life preserver in the chilly 
President Kenneth Kaunda Gulf. 
has rejected complaints by A second surQiver was 
white farmers that they have 
been harassed and attacked 
by Rhodesian nationalist 
guerrillas. 
At a. meeting Sunday the 
farmers, who produce much 
of Zambia's food, threatened 
to cease operations unless 
the harassment s ops. They 
said the guerrillas follow 
nationalist leader Joshua 
Nkomo. 
"I would not accept that 
any government could 
succumb to pressure of this 
nature," Kaunda said 
Monday. 
licked up by the coast guard 
after about 29 hours in the 
water and was taken to a 
hospital in shock. He was 
identified as Walter Galcik, 
26, of Moniauk, N.Y. 
The five crew were aboard 
the vessel Joanie Renes, 
which sent out radio distress 
calls early Sunday from 
about 40 km into the Gulf of 
Mexico and about halfway 
between New Orleans and 
Mobile, AIa. 
A coast guard spokesman 
said it appeared the tanker 
"just kept going" 
been at nursing homes-with 
the exception of Red Deer 
and Innisfail--but votes 
being taken this week will 
affect many general 
hospitals. 
Workers at Fort Me- 
Murray are scheduled to 
walk out today and strike 
votes are slated for hospitals 
in Calgary, Edmonton and 
Medicine Hat later this 
week. 
The workers have l~n 
without a contract since 
APril and Bill Petrie, CUPE 
provincial coordinator, said 
the union is employing 
gradual pressure to force the 
Alberta Hospitals As- 
sociation. (AHA) into a 
settlement. 
CUPE is hoping the 
strategy of striking in- 
dividual facilities rathez 
than calling for a province. 
wide walkout will keep the 
provincial government from 
ordering its members back 
to work. 
"We're not trying to force 
anybody's hand," be said. 
But Verse Rbeault, AHA 
assistant executive director, 
says the union actually is 
hoping for government in- 
tervention, citing appeals 
made by CUPE to Hospitals 
Minister Gordon Miniely and 
Premier Peter Loogheed to 
step into the talks. 
The main stumbling block 
to a settlement is wages. The 
AlIA offer, recommended 
Oct. 6 by a conciliation 
board, is for a sixper-eent 
increase in the first year of a 
two-year agreement, with 
the second-year increase 
pegged to the 1978 rise in the 
consumer price index. 
Petrie said CUPE 
originally sought a one-year 
contract withincreases d 70 
cents an hour, between six 
and 13 per cent depending on 
individual pay levels. 
But Petrie said the union 
now is seeking a 50-cent 
increase the first year and 
would consider a two-yesr 
agreement similar to the 
conciliation package. 
Even if the two sides can 
close the gap on the wage 
issue, however, CUPE is 
clinging tenaciously to a 
clause in the old contract 
which gives hospital 
tradesworkers 95 per cent of 
They just stopped 
here for a drink 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -- 
Witnesses say flying saucers 
have been kidnapping ec. 
cupied cars in South 
America to drink the 
gasoline. Others tell tales 
just as strange. 
Carlos Acevedo and Angel 
Moya say they were south of, 
Buenos Aires Sept. 23, 
stragglers on the final leg of 
a 39-day stock car race, 
when a yellow and violet 
Citroen CG, lifted it off the 
rood and set it down a 
minute later and 150 
kilometres north. 
The force had drained the 
car's gasoline tank. 
Businessman Alejandro 
Hernandez says that while 
driving in southern Chile on 
Sept. 24, a huge saucer 
swallowed his car. 
Inside, five bulky figures 
stuffed his 13-year.old son 
ching the car, with 
frightened father and son 
inside, descend to the rood 
afterward. 
A month earlier, bank 
manager Serrano Silva 
reported a flying objecl 
buzzed his car on the high- 
way between Tunja and 
Bogota, Colombia. 
The car's engine and head- 
lights died, and the banker 
said he and his passenger 
light shone in their rear-view 
mirror. 
A force shut off the engine 
and headlights of their 
into a box while a sixth in- 
terviewed Hernandez in a 
metallic voice. 
Witnesses reported wat- 
su f fe red  temporary  
paralysis. 
These stories made front- 
page headlines 
in trouble 
WASHINGTON (CP) --  
Leading members of both 
the Israeli and Egyptian 
delegations to the Middle 
East peace 'conference here 
were called home Monday 
for consultations with their 
governments on main ob- 
stacles blocking agreement 
on a peace treaty. 
The decision by both sides 
to hold urgent talks came 
less than 24 hours after the 
United States presented a
compromise proposal on the 
key issue of linking a peace 
treaty with progress on the 
Palestinian question. 
Peace talks spokesman 
George Sherman said acting 
Egyptian Foreign Minister 
Boutros Ghali was returning 
home later in the day. 
After talking with Ghali, 
Israeli Foreign Minister 
Moshe Dayan decided to 
return home also to attend a
cabinet meeting and consult 
with the government about 
the peace talks, Sherman 
added. 
Israeli officials had ~id  
earlier Dayan and Defence 
Minister Ezer Weizman 
were expected home today. 
Sherman said Weizman 
would remain in Washington 
with other members of both 
delegations to continue the 
talks. The head of the 
Egyptian negotiating team, 
Defence Minister Kamai 
Hasean Aft, will also remain 
in Washington. 
Sherman denied a report 
from Egypt, quoting sources 
close to President Anwar 
State Secretary Cyrus Vance 
in New York on Sunday 
night. 
In Egypt, Sadat and his 
advisers met in the Suez 
canal city of Ismailia and a 
top Egyptian source who 
asked not to be identified 
qmid there was "bad news." 
Council 
condemns 
S. Africa 
In a vote in which Canada 
and other Western members 
abstained, the Security 
Council condemned Sooth 
Africa on Monday for its 
plans to hold elections in 
Namibia next month and 
threatened to impose 
economic sanctions. 
A council resolution, ap- 
proved 10 to 0 with five ab- 
stentious, told South Africa 
that such elections would not 
be recognized by the world 
and Pretoria should cancel 
them. However, Pretoria has 
said it will go ahead. 
Fearing political in- 
timidation and establish- 
ment of a puppet regime, the 
UN wants internationally 
supervised elections in 
Namibla, otherwise known 
as South-West Africa, and an 
orderly transition to full 
independence. 
For the last 19 months, the 
five Western members of the 
council have been 
negotiating with South 
Sadat, that the talks were Africa and  the South-West 
• being suspended. , . . . . .  ,,,rh.. . . . . . .  n ,h, , ,~^f t~"  Africa People s Organization 
curate," Sherman said. 
Throughout Mond,, Ad eamp gn 
President Carter and his 
diplomats sought o head off 
a breakdown in the peace 
talks through telephone 
conversations and meetings 
on two continents. 
Egyptian Premier Khalil 
said, however, the talks were 
going "not badly." 
Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin, mean- 
while, arrived back in Israel 
after a six-day Canadian 
visit and said his govern- 
ment will review U.S. and 
Egyptian proposals for 
resolving the central dispute 
in the negotiations--whether 
and how to link an Egyptian- 
Israeli treaty to a solution of 
the Palestlalan issue. 
Begin gave no details of 
what he called a "long and 
serious meeting" with U.S. 
watered down 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  The 
Washington State Ferry 
system is watering down its 
advertising campaign after 
last year's media splash. 
Too many people took the 
advice to ride the ferries --  
but at the wrong time. In- 
stead of choosing lightly- 
traveled hours as advised, 
they crammed aboard with 
everybody else. 
Newel Hunter, marketing 
and service planning 
manager, said ad- 
vertlaements urging people 
to "spend a day overseas" 
were supposed to increase 
walk-on travel in the middle 
of the day and during the 
week, but backfired. 
o 
Apply now for assesment 
Applications for the as well as a team from the suggesting to Victoria that where they should not," he residents of Terrace may 
Canadian Independent red stickers be put on titles said. also be applying. The 
Ad justers  Conference of property in flood plain Mayor Dave Maroney, of drainage system on Spark 
( C IAC I. Gore rnment  areas in the future so that Terrace, said council will be onSparks St. could not hold 
assessments will be made owners are aware that they discussing a quarter of a the amount of water coming 
separately from CIAC will not be compensated if million dollar claim tonight, into it and three basements 
assessments a a means of any more flood occurs, in committee of the whole were flooded during the 
cross checking claims before He said he Was not sur- during its regular meeting, storms, he said. 
applicants receive their prised that the .federal Some damage was done to Mayor George Them, of 
money, Campagnolo •said. government has decided not the town's water supply at Kitimat, said that the 
People will be '  com- to pay out anymore money in Deep Creek, Spring Creek municipality will be ap- 
pensated for the depreciated the future if there are further and the water system from plying for the costs of 
value of their property and floods. "I think people are the Skeena River at Little's damage done to rest rooms 
not for the value of a par- making i r respons ib le  Island, he said. at Radley Park and thecosts 
titular item when it was decisions about where they The roads on Lanfear Hill of the primary work time 
now, CyrilSheiford, MLAfor build and the government and Kalum Hill were also and the extra equipment that 
Skecna, said. assistance programs only damaged uring the heavy was needed to protect dikes 
Shelford said he will be encourage them to build rains, he said. Some in Kitimat. 
assessment of damage 
caused uring floods in the 
northwest region must he 
made by Nov. 30 and 
residents are .asked to 
contact heir local govern- 
ment agent or the flood 
assessment office at 3219 
Eby St. in Terrace. 
Dale Elander, chief 
assessor, said that everyone 
who has had damage should 
wt  all the details on the 
applications and someone 
from the assessment office 
will he sent out to examine 
the damage and review the 
applications. 
Iona Campagnolo, Skeona 
MP, said during a special 
meeting with local officials 
on Sunday that people living 
in flood plains will be eligible 
in this situation but they will 
not be eligible in the future. 
"This was a warning that we 
should all take seriously," 
she said. 
The federal govermnent 
will be paying from 50 per 
cent to 90 per cent of the 
costs from claims made by 
municipalities, regional 
d i s t r i c ts ,  governmenl  
departments and residents. 
Large companies like 
Pac i f ic  Northern Gas will 
not be eligible under the 
federa l  pos t -d i sas te l  
f inanc ia l  ass i s tance  
program, said Campagnolo. 
Various government 
departments and agencies 
will he making assessments Officials meet to discuss assessment 
71 
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SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER 
With Easy Gleaning 
Removable Liner 
"cooks all day while the cook's away." 
L , . . . r ,  , - 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
I Pet ro  takeover 
deal questioned 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Op- "major building block for OTTAWA (CP) -- Post- Conservative postal criUe, 
position MPs drilled the the future energy security of masterGenera l  Gilles who said important labor- 
government Monday for Canadians." Lam~ntagne told Canadians management matters are 
allowing its oil company The deal would provide Monday not to worry being ignored in union- 
r ~"* *h~ aovernment's government ~.lks. on _tra_n- 
Petrn.Conada to take over "add i t iona l  f inancia l  - :y..- . . . . : -  0; . . . .  ~....,, sformatlon of me pust.mnce 
Pacific Petroleums Ltd. muscle" for Petro-Canada, a~mty to Lvssslorm m© i~, .  . - 
They argued that the allowing the corporation to  office into a Crown dor- into a l,'rown corporation. 
move, announced Friday, expand its exploration and porntion. . -  ~ Di~dale said only 
contradicted government pledges to restrain spending drilling activity. Lamontagne was replying ,,~n,~l,,,~ Mouse matters" 
The takeover, one of the in the Commons_ to Wal.ter are'~)e~g d~lt wl~,,- 
nnd to withdraw from areas largest in Canadian eor- Dlnedale, the Yrogresswe 
considered by some to be the perate history, would not 
turf of private enterprise, create jobs because Pacific key M " 
HurvieAndre(PC~al~ry isan operating company. Mic ouse  is 50 Novels 
Centre) told the Commons 
that  the Petro-Cannda Petro-Canada purchased 
""~z'|M "~ spend $1.4 billion 48 per cent of the10.3 milllon LOE ANGELES, Calif. birthday of Mickey Mouse, 
nkeover made a Pacific shares owned by (Reuter)-- A film star who whlehofficiallytacnNov.18. 
of government Phillips Petroleum Co. at $65 solved the secret of eternal 
)rograms. each to gain controlling youth Was honored Monday" Although the belov~.star 
has gained a pair of ~.  ran contrary to interest. 
made lsat Au~mt It willoffer all other share- by Las Angeles city council. The star's name was en- and gloves and lost his tail 
Minister Trndeau, shrined on the Hollywood since he was created by the 
[overnment would holders the sane price, ~tract itself from bringing the total cost to $1.4 Walk of Fame before be left late Wait Disney in 1928, he 
of business, billion. Gillespie said the in the evening for a party st has not acquired greyhair, a
,g l  nentHoaseLeader aecqulsition was necessary the White House. worry line or even a slight 
icEachen replied to ensure that Canada's It was the beginning of fattening around the 
;ransaetisn was a future oil needs are met. celebrations of the 50th waistline. 
a~ one undertaken Pacific, which sells its 
ibYtheot leompany, preducts under the Pacifie 66 World oil production falls 
[ ]  Nogevernmentftmdswere trademark at 428 service 
i involved in the purchase, stations from Manitoba to World oll production fell in from Western industrial 
the first half of 1978, with countries, including the 
output from the Organisatiou United States, Britain and 
of Petroleum Exporting Norway, as well as from 
Countries (OPEC) dewnnine Communist and Some Third 
per cent from 1977, the World countries. 
secretariat of the General The figureacomparedwith 
Agreement on Tariffs and a 1.7.por-cant increase in 
Trade (GATT) said today. OPEC output last year Over 
The secretariat said over- 1976 and an accompanying 
all production declined by 1.4 3.8.per-cent growth in world 
per cent, despite more 0il lx'oduetion. 
Carter supports Shah 
Lll Farkvam a 22 year resident of Terrace wire many 
years of community involvement behind her is seeking 
election to municipal council November 18th. Ltl will 
be on CFTK Radio Openline Program at 3:00 p.m. 
today and you can meet and hear her at the all can- 
didetas meeting Wednesday evening. 
Broadcast System, Carter 
said the shah has been 
c r i t i c i zed ,  perhaps  
sometimes with 
justification, for running a 
police state. 
"I don't know the details of 
itbut I think there is no doubt 
that Iran has made great 
social progress and has 
moved towards freer ex- 
pression of people," he said. 
-President Carter stressed 
his strong support for the 
shah of lran on Monday and 
said he hopes the turmoil in 
"the Middle East country 
would not harm its ira- 
portent links with the West. 
Carter said villains are 
trying to topple the shah and 
expressed the hope that they 
would n0t succeed. . 
speaking an a television 
interview with the Public 
Bank of Montreal praised 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Finance the details of the $1.billinn 
Minister Jean Chretien said transaction by Canada's 
Monday the Bank of Mon- thirdlargestchurteredbank. 
trealsbouldbe But he said a first glance 
congratulated forits move to/ 
take over 89 retail banking" indicates the investment 
outlets in New York state, abroad ,is a welcome 
Chretien said in ';the development for the corm =.~ 
Commons he has not studied try's economy. 
t l - '~t{t l~  
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terraoe 
P h. s3s-GsTe 
Store Hours. Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m,-5.3O p,m, 
Friday 9 a,m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY 
I 
m 
i 
Northwest and Oentral B.O., Skeena, Nasa, Kitimat, 
Kispiox River Valleys.-Queen Oharlettos - Pert Hardy 
TOUR PROViNOIAL GOVERNMENT IS DESIROUS OF SURVEYING AND 
DETERMINING THE EXTENT OF LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PROPERTT OF 
INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL BUSINESSES AFFEOTED BY FLOOD 
O00URRING OUT, 31 - NOV, 7, 1978 
The areas to be assessed are those within the boundaries approved by the Federal- 
Provincial Joint Committee as follows:- 
Following a line due east from Stewart (The International Boundary) to a point 
directly north of North Bulkley (8 miles east of Houston) then proceeding ina straight 
line south to a location parallel to a point I0 miles south of Port Hardy and proceeding 
ins westerly direction to the west of Vancouver Island and then north, encompassing 
the Queen Charlotte Islands and then proceeding east and north following the United 
States-Canada boundary up the Pearse Canal and Portland Canal to Stewart, B.C. 
Damage will be assepsed by members of the Canadian Independent Adjusters 
Conference, appointed by the government tocarry out this service. The results of 
their assessment oncompletion will be submitted to the Provincial Government for 
consideration. 
Individuals who wish to have their flood damage appraised are notified that all 
rbquests for assessment must I~. submitted by.November 30th, 1978 on forms 
available from and returnable to ~ucai assessment office at 3219 Eby St., Terrace, 
B.C,, phone 635-7104 Claim forms are also available at your local Government Agency 
or 
FLOOD ASSESSMENT OFFIOE 
OANADIAN INDEPENDENT ADJUSTERS OONFERENOE 
Sperllng Plaza - Tower II 185- 6450 Roberts St., Burnaby, B,C. VSG 4El Phone 394-3748 
it is imperative that requests for assessment forms be obtained without delay, 
completed in detail and returned promptly to facilitate early examination of 
damages, Along with these forms related i .nsura.nee policies, tax notices, proof of 
ownership and detailed lists of items namagea or ucsuroyed will be required. 
Those seeking assistance are further advised it is advantageous to salvage and 
conduct whatever emergency cleaning and repairs necessary to reduce their loss. 
Details pertaining to the above to be listed and held for examination by assessors 
when personal inspections m'e conducted. 
Claim forms available at ~our local Government Agency. 
J. Dale Elander, 
Clflef Asaessor 
Canadian Independent Adjusters Conference 
t 
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Fitness tests here 
I3~, w~r ~.xaetly hew fit community teams planning The recreation depart- 
y~a are a,ui ,~az-:~ how you to compete at the Northern meat wishes to say special 
thanks to Doug De Prey, the ¢;tB imOlt,~'o ~,lqir fitness 
level at d.,: .~wimming pool 
fitness room on We~aesday. 
Allen Wootton's coramunity 
recreation class from 
Caledonia Semor Secondary 
Winter Games should con- 
tact Sharon tough at 635- 
2841, as soon as possible. 
School teams should contact 
Skip Bergsma. 
scuba diving instructor, for 
doing an excellent job for 
them. They appreciate his 
time and effort• 
It isn't too late to register Anyone interested in 
! NEATHER 
will be. conducting a com- 
plete fitness test, including 
cardiovascular, fat, and lung 
capacity tests. 
The students will be 
"' 't~sting'"~inclividuals" and 
. . . .  confid(ntially explaining the 
results at the pool between 7 
p.m. and 9 p.m. on Wed- 
nesd~y, The .~imple test 
which could save your life is 
free. 
The B.C. Northern Winier 
Games events list has been 
finalized and the entry forms 
are now available. The 
events are: archery, bad- 
minton ,  basketba l l ,  
broomball, bowling, boxing, 
chess, curhng, duplicate 
bridge, figure skating, 
gymnastics, hockey, cross 
country skiing, downhill 
sk i ing ,  snowshoeing,  
volleyball, tennis, and 
wrestling. 
Almost alL events require 
regional playoffs. To enter 
the playoffs, your completed 
entry forms must be sent to 
regional co.ordinators Nell 
Warboys and George 
Newman of Kitimat, before 
Nov. 20. Regional plsyoffs 
must be completed by Dec. 
15. All individual and 
Terrace 
Library 
has new 
selections 
by Michael Collies 
The Terrace Public 
Library has books on vir- 
tually every subject you can 
think of, Here are some 
books that should interest all 
you animal overs. 
Man's  Best Friend, by the 
for programs uch as Adult 
Learn to Skate, Time for 
Tots and Christmas Crafts. 
There are spaces open for 
more partieiponts in each of 
these programs which begin 
this month. You  may 
register at the recreation 
office in the arena, anytime. 
between 8:30a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday. 
.,Please call 638-I174 or 635- 
2S41 for further details. 
Ladies now have an op- 
portunity to play volleyball 
at Thornhill Junior Secon- 
dary School gym on Mon- 
days and Wednesdays, from 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Skill training 
and game practise will aim 
to send a team to compete in 
the Northern Winter Games. 
However, these practise 
sessions are open to all in- 
terested ladies regardless of
whether they make the 
team. 
With another set of swim 
lessons completed a second 
set is being prepared, 
starting Nov. 12, 
The swim schedule on 
Mondays has been altered as 
follows: 
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. Public 
Swim 
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Family 
Swim 
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Adult 
Swim. 
Coming up, there is a 
Bronze Medallion Swim 
Exam, so if you are in- 
terested keep your eyes open 
for a posted ate and time. 
There will also be a Bronze 
Cross Course soon, date and 
time will be posted. 
A frontal system edging 
eastward over the Terrace- 
Kitimat area today is ex- 
pected to produce mixed rain 
and some snow throughout 
forming a Spring-Board 
Diving Club, please contact 
Cary lfumpitrey at G38-1177. 
the afternoon. The mountain 
forecast ~ts indicated that 
heavy sno~.fz'!s are likely 
down to the freezing level. 
Highs this afternoon should in British Columbia are 
reach 2-3 degrees Celsius, opposed to the provincial 
with temperatures dropping • government's new com- 
te around the freezing mark pulsory heroin treatment 
tonight. Tomurrow'soutlook plan, the president of the 
is for cloudy skies with ec- B.C. Medical Association 
casional mowflurHes, said Monday. 
":..[ " . ~: 'Terra,~e 
Rotary Radio, r.v. 
AUCTION 
$25.00 
$16.00 
$5S.00 
$36.00 
$50.00 
$50.00 
$57.00 
December 1 & 2 
Manuel's- Dinner for two- 
Mickey Johnson - Ski poles- 
Kalum Electric -8 Track player - 
All West Glass -Mirror - 
Elker Auto Supply- Tool Box - 
Dec Robertson- 1 Lamb dRssed- 60-80 lbs. - 
Schnitzel House -Two nights lodging - 
WATCH for the complete listing 
PUBLISHED IN THE 
TerracelKitimat Daily .Herald 
NOVEMBER 28 
Doctors express  concern 
on heroin treatment plan 
VICTORIA (CPI - -  A Dr. Ken Varnam said the year, addicts can be 
growing number of doctors association will review its required to be treated. 
stand on the program at a 
meeting Saturday and He said the members are 
predicted the doctors could concerned that the act does 
withdraw their support of it not provide enough 
then. flexibility for the courts and 
Under the program, which that the program may he 
comes into effect in the new unconstitutional. 
WILL WE 
GlUE YOU 
Nat iona l  Geograph ic  v .~k : .  
Society. This hook is loaded *.Z~IPZ~. ~J~ in  ~ 
uun 
~T~"b~'Snda briefhistory of. ~'~.~?~'~"'~': ''/ .... ": '~: ~' i ~, ' . . . . . . .  . '" , ; :  . . ,  ~! ~"': :: ~'~.~i  
sore"Of?lie ~re ' id~l~"  , ,d '~t~j ,~,  h . i / / n  i t  s m a m m m i i m  N /  a H I  
ooo,. , nl /li  
^ 
Searle. Strictly speaking you A i R H N i i i  ~ n i i i  n m i n n n  ,, 
may not learn too much ~(~ l l lU l ln l l l  lllnlnnlllllUll 
you will sure have a good .~f JF ;~.  • 7-f.o~=~ 
laugh. A must for cat lovers .Z~J~A~t,~ ~"~'~A-~ 
and anyone with a sense of - ~ x - -~/~,~'~ I -k  n~ r~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / '~  ~ ~/~ 
for'people' interested in ~ ~ '~r '~ J~V'~[ - i '~[~- '~ ' '~ '~ 
keeping birds. It's all here, ^ X~@~ll  ~ i  ~II ~ ~ ~ ~I "~I ~ A 
whether you are just --O..n, ~ .--~,. ~-~ r~=--~, ~ ~- .  r-~ ~ ~ ~v, .  
beginning and Yo~°~ebl~t~ l:gi~ormaUo n n ~ , {~)~l~U~ ~ I J ~ u ~ L ~  , ~  
cage bzrd' nutrition and * '~¢O. ' t~-  - -  , ' - -  , y 
health. There is even a ~ ( ~ ~ "  B~"  S B ~ )  
Earl R. Farshler, This is a " . A 
complete work on hor- /~ . ,~.,#~'~#P'J.,, 
semanship covering all Th ursday, November 16th 
- W  
homes, trail horses, s t __  "-~T" 
n snow JOB... 
You bet we will! When it comes to getting around in 
the snow, juoi take a look at these beauties. They've 
got the get up and go you need! 
1978 FORD THUNDERBIRD 
V4,  Automat ic ,  T i l t  Wheel ,  Cruise Control 
DON T MIS I,d...4__,,T__.,__o 
horses, polo horses, jumpers _ 
Fu. and .,o,*, ~,,-' ,o~i~ - -  ~ 7  Tnl Sat. Nov 1Rib 
are t i " ]  of , pp • g . ,~_  ,.~v~.= J
.~,im,[;" ~..,,t s~ to (:at 'X'~" __  . ~ x ~ . , ' ~ Z  
more than you do If so, .tm~..,~L~ _ .o .d~ | I IB~f l lD I I IA  IIMIII~ " ~ty~ii~?d~iL~elp ~ ~  . . . . . .  . .  I ABSORBA UNDERGARMEHTS~, 
Y '- - '  "b in -~¢-"  l]Lllt v-- ' - -  l -~f l l f l l b  i Imported from France - "~ ' -  
keep and ,-are for everyt 8 Y " -  • U ," - -  - -  
from earthworms to rabbits, t " 
.,. ,:o,.- ,,,,~. ,o ~ ; , O  I IPLU'~ 2 Lovely door Prizes ~ 
.Beekeeping by ~oger ~';-~-.-' II V I0  else-in St-ore. I s I - -  T 
',Morse. If you like your bOOKS , ~ ~ - A 
short and sweet, this one(~ _/~. ,.~'4YI,~ _ 
for you. By the time .y '~- 'x~r~ " ~ . ~m ~.  . ,, _~_ i~ '~ 
Understand everyth ing .  • - - - -  
contained in this little " ~ ' ~  ~ a n d  ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~Hlskeena  mall ~ 
,~ , . y  " V"  ~c ~me ou will be ready to /"'J,~k~f ''~ 
• i l:..,,nember, this is only a • 
see for yourself, 
$7895 
MR[ $4995 
$5595 
1975 SKYLARK 9'$" CAMPER .~JlO.q 
Fridge, stove, furnace, " ' ~f f lW~.w 
1.972 DODGE VAN $2396 
,,, E 3ooo $ .u  
1976 GRANADA 4 DOOR G4"/9.~ 
]97;'ToRiHo"' ; ;A ; ;  
;;;;; 
1972 FORD F260 PIOKUP .~gO.q 
Toilet - Depth Sealer, he-bee Radio, tlke new oondH,on 
Terrace Totem Ford 
l .~  ~/  ~ ~  4631. Koelh 
~T iT  ~ / I I~T  635 4984 ; 
;895 
( 
/! 
.) 
ii 
:..i 
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Immunization is 
a child's right 
The Provincial Health 
Department, along with 
their counterparts in 
Canada's other provinces, 
has declared November to be 
Immunization Action Month, 
and is directing its energies 
and resources to make each 
and every one of us aware of 
the danger of preventable 
childhood iseases that can 
cripple or kill, and to 
motivate us to protect our 
fa/nilles through effective 
and available immunization. 
It could well be the most 
important mouth in the lives' 
and welfare df our families. 
Although we can be proud 
and somewhat reassured in 
the effectiveness of ongoing 
immunization programs in 
this and other provinces, an 
estimated 20 per cent of our 
children are still unprotected 
against he discomfort and 
complcations o f  infectious 
diseases uch as measles, 
mumps, rubella, diphtheria, 
tetanus and portussts. Yet all 
of these diseases can be 
prevented through the 
simple procedure of vac- 
cination. 
Are your children 
protected against possible 
brain damage, blindness, 
deafness, paralysis, and 
even death? If you are not 
sure cheek with your Public 
Health Department or 
physician. The alternative is 
to run a serious risk with 
your child's life, a risk that 
might end in tragedy. 
EDITOR'S JOURNAL 
B~, Greg Midclleton 
Provincial Labor Minister 
Allan Williams says the 
number of working days lost 
through labor disputes in this 
province will increase. 
Williams, who based his 
predietlun on the fact that 
the federal anti-inflation 
board rngulations have been 
lifted, made his statements 
at the ConStruction Labor 
Relations Association annunl ,~ 
cunveetlun. " 
Canadian Press recently 
released a list of current and 
projected strikes. It was 
about as long as my arm. 
The national news service 
felt it had to publish the list 
so edllers could keep up with 
all the labor disruptions. 
Now, it seems to me that 
when I was a youngster there 
weren't all these walkouts 
and lockouts, hut then it 
could be that I didn't read 
about them because all I 
read was Superman condos. 
Superman never went on 
strike. Can you imagine 
what it would have been like 
if he had suddenly with- 
drawn his services. 
The scene is the office of 
the Daily Planet, the 
newspaper for the city of 
Metropolis. The crusty but 
likeable ditor, Perry White, 
is standing by his desk. In 
front of the dosk is Lois 
Lane, a reporter for the 
paper. Next to the open 
window, through which he 
just entered, in Superman. 
Jimmy Oison~ the paper's 
cub reporter, comes running 
into the office with a news 
flash. He excitedly tells the 
group that a boat load of girl 
guides out on a day cruise 
are in the path of a freak 
tidal wave and that if the 
wave hits them it will surely 
carry the boat crashing onto 
the shore and into an or- 
phanage. 
"You've got to help 
theml" Oison shouts. 
"Nopel" Superman says, 
crossing his muscular arms 
across his big red S. "I was 
just telling Perry that unless 
I get a little bit more for all 
the rescuing I do rm going to 
go on strike." 
Superman tokes a resolute 
posture, with hie arms still 
craned on his chest, flicks 
his cowlick unsuccessfully 
hack with a toss of the head 
and says he doesn't care. 
"Batman has a car and a 
full time helper. The Green 
tlomet has a ear and a 
servant. All I've got is a 
freckle-faced, red-headed 
kid with acne. I don't have a 
car. I have to fly overywhere 
on my own and I'm tired of 
it. I'm just not doing it 
anymore." 
While the three members 
of the paper's staff stand 
there incredulous, Superman 
turns his back to thent and 
faces the window. Olson 
stands there with his mouth 
"'First gimme a dime ~ I hear they're real tough in this town~'" 
A READER WRITES 
OnlRemembrance Day 
Dear Sir: ~ ;!.'::: agreement with their vahms 
In Defense of F~i~ '  without economic penalty? 
n.  .~,,,,~,,, we Does the unborn child have 
remembered the end of ~O ,-? ,~ , .  ,u m= m=,. 
world wars and the Korean In many eases if a worker 
War. We woreour poppies in does net wish to join the 
trihute to the thousands who 
died and who suffered to parUeularuulonat hisplace 
preserve democracy and of work-- particularly inthe 
construction i dustry - -  he 
freedom in the western must look for other work. H, 
world. 
i But some questions a~ for personal or religious reasons, he wishes to join an 
this freedom should ~b~e alternate union or rather 
asked. What is the quality.~ give the equivalent o a 
our freedom in CanaUii charity, his freedom to work 
~. today? Does the working at that work site is seriously 
man have the freedom to join hampered. 
their heritage, in meaningful 
ways. One only has to ob- 
serve how native Indians, 
the aged, women and some 
ethnic groups, for example, 
are discriminated against, o 
see that real freedom is not 
available to all. 
Does the unborn child have 
tha frecdom to he born? With 
the campaign for abortion on 
~mand, this hardly seems 
to be the case and "ac- 
cideate" are aborted with 
increasing frequency. 
Also in the field of 
education. Do parents really 
have the freedom to have 
--ornottojoin--thelabour There are ethnic, social their children educated 
particular view of life. 
Should not each value 
community be able to have 
schools, provincially sup- 
ported schools, which allow 
children to be educated in 
agreement with their 
parents' view of reality. 
Education, after all, is 
primarily a parental 
responsibility, not a 
provincial government 
responsibility. 
On Remembrance Day, it 
is good to keep in mind that 
the struggle for freedom 
continues. It did not end in 
open, his face becoming union of his choice? Do all and value communities according to their own 
progressively more the color ethnic, cultural and age.~whioh are suppressed by the perspective? Do all. parents 
of his hair. White stands groups have the freedom to majority. The majority necessarily agree with the 
there, leaning forward on his express their identities in defends this because it dominant WASP-capitelistie 
doskwithhiamouthopeuing meaningful ways and to believes that it is a part of philosophy of our public 
and shutting, but no words participate in democratic democracy that the majority schools. Christians, 
1918 or in 1945 or in 1954 --  it 
continues today. It continues 
in how we deal with our 
fellowman and woman and 
child. In a true democracy -- 
the rule of all the people -- 
everyone, as a member of 
his value community should 
come out. Lane is the first to 
be able to speak. 
"I don't quite understand 
what you me~n;:Superman," 
she sa~r  takin~.a step 
tow~dqdht~,.::.'~'.. • 
"On strike," Superman 
mutters pensively. "No car 
no rescue. The girl guides 
will have crumbled cookies 
but I don't care." 
"Not unless I get to drive 
to them," Superman replies. 
"Is It something I did?" 
Lane asks, still not quite 
fully comprehending the 
situation. "Is it because of 
last night?" she inquires. 
"Look, if it means that much 
to you, I'll held Clark Kent's 
hand the next time we go to 
the movies," she says, 
lowering her head to hide her 
embarrassment. 
Superman makes a 
suggestion about Clark Kent 
which, besides being un- 
printable is also impossible. 
The three Daily Planet 
employees all start back. 
There is a hurried con- 
terence. The problem, i t  is 
quickly discovered, is that no 
one really employs Super- 
man. He works for everyone, 
a public servant. White 
makes a hurried cat to the 
mayor. He says he would like 
to help but the man from 
Krypton would have to pass 
the civil service exam and 
have a social insurance 
number before the city could 
put him on the payroll. 
The mayor also tells White 
that the taxpayers are 
get.ring a' tittle edgy about all 
the perks elected officials 
and their appointed aides are 
getting and a car would be 
just out of the question. 
Mileage is a possibility hut 
they would have to equip the 
man of steel with some kind 
of device to get an accurate 
figure on the miles claimed 
for. 
ins t i tu t ions  w i thout  rules. However, in a true socialists, and communists 
discrimination? Do parents d~mocracy, the minorities would probably agree on this 
have the freedom to have must also have the freedom one point; that the public 
their children educated in to express their cunvlctiuns, schools do not promote their 
! " : :THOMAS ATRILL THINKS 
have the freedom of self. 
determination. 
Bert Seines 
l ,  
Courtesy is worth while 
wheich, I must say, is certainly the norm, in 
this area. It is even vaguely amusing to see 
a salesperson go far  beyond 'normal ser- 
vice' to find an item, trace an order or make 
an adiustment. Still, it pays off; I return 
again and again to those places of business 
where I have received courteous treatment 
and a smile. 
Just a few days ago, I tried a different 
restaurant. Obviously, it was under new 
management, complete with new faces up 
front. N~y order was cheerfully taken by one 
of several earnest young ladies. The table 
was careful ly set and a cup of coffee sud- 
denly appeared. After watching a while and 
finishing my meal, I asked one of the girls 
why such a cheerful, happy atmosphere; 
had they been trained or instructed? She 
answered (with a smile), "No. We really 
enjoy our work. We like meeting people and 
are happy to do our best. And it is easier to 
work, in this frame of mind." She turned to 
the next customer. 
I'll be back. 
Courtesy dqes not cost; it pays. 
This new twist to the old newspaper ad- 
vertising slogan should be taken to heart by 
all those people who meet the public. It may 
seem superfluous at a time when we are 
being asked by our provincial travel 
ministry to wear a 'Super Smile', but I think 
that it cannot be overdone. 
Think about it. You walk into a store and 
ask for a part for a machine which is two or 
three years old. You are told, "Naw, we 
don't stock them parts. Obsolete. Better buy 
a new one." Or you sit down in a restaurant. 
The waitress leans on the counter and asks, 
"Wadda ya want?"  The price of a two dollar 
item is suddenly raised to three, and when 
asked why, the clerk, andOyed says, "Pr ice  
went Up." 
YOU can probably think of dozens more. 
Did you enjoy doing business there, and 
return t ime after time. Not l ikelyl 
Like most people, I guess,, I am a softie 
when faced with courteous, intelligent 
service, topped off with a sincere smile; 
WALL STREET WATCHES 
Millions at stake in Iran 
NEW YORK (CPI --  Wall 
Street, the U.S. state depart- 
ment, South Africa and Rho- 
desis, among others, are 
watching the continuing 
crisis in Irsn with growing 
concern. 
For Wall Street, there are 
billions of dollars at stake. 
Enormous sales of arms and 
technology to Iran over the 
hst few years have hel,~M 
bolster the U.S. bulanc~ d 
About 90 per cent of South current situation may make 
Africa's oil comes from the them more a.menable to a 
Iranian fields now shut down higher price. 
by st r ik ing workers. ' Another increase in the 
Rhodesia, which has been cost of oil will produce new' 
under United Nations sane- spasms in the already. 
tions for years, gtts its oil 
bootlegE;ed through South 
Africa. If the s'~h were to he 
replaced by a regime hostile 
to the racist southern Mri- 
t~a states, a cut-off of oil 
might follow. South Africa is 
troubled Western economies. 
For these reasons, the 
developments in Iran are 
causing apprehension in 
many quarters. 
The popular dissent 
against the shah has risen to 
enormous proportions, with 
left-wing students joining 
Whether these steps can 
halt the growing anti- 
government activities I  not 
clear. But Tayatullah 
Khomaini, the exiled Muslim 
religious leader who has 
come to symbolize the forces 
ranged against he shah, is 
talking tough. 
From Paris, where he 
lives, the 78-year.old holy 
man has said that if the 
strikes, demonstrations and 
protest marches do not 
produce their objectives, he 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa --  It wasn ' ta  
particularly good month for 
Pierre Trudeau. No sir. 
Come up with the news 
that you've 10st 10 of 15 by- 
elections -- just two out of 
every three, that's all - -  and 
away goes the lousy press 
again. You can't win. The 
press is always that way 
when you come out on the 
short end of the stick -- it's 
always your fault. 
It wasn't a particularly 
good month for being Andre 
Ouellet either. Uh uh. 
Start taking bows for 
settling the short strike of 
the outside postal workers -- 
the Joes who deliver the 
mail, whenever the inside 
staff gets around to sorting 
it, and - -  you know -- away 
goes the lousy press. You 
lose again when they accuse 
you of selling out to the 
postios with what the new 
Federal Centre for the Study 
of Inflation and Productivity 
terms "excessively fat" 
terms. 
The lousy press, always 
nit.picking -- this time that 
the settlement is a wildly 
inflationary d per cent. 
SO you're no hero. You're a 
soft touch. A sap. 
Nor was it much of a 
month for Senator Keith 
Davey, the Liberal party's 
maker of election magic. 
Not only do you lose those 
10 of 15 federal by-eleeUons, 
but your Liberals are wiped 
out in the Saskatchewan 
provincial election. The 
party totally liquidated, and 
wham -- the lousy press lets 
you have it between the eyes. 
The crummy bunch -- 
remember it was Pierre who 
got them to rights the first 
time as the "crummy press" 
when they caught up with 
him playboying it around 
London with a Lady Of The 
Evening-- even cracks wise 
about your previously 
exalted title "The Rain- 
maker." 
They kid you around in 
print and on the air that new 
you can make it rain "even 
inside the polling booths." 
And you know what that does 
for the old image. 
For Postmaster General 
Lamontagne and Trens ur X
Bo~d President Bob Andras ' 
Looking good 
to the Tories 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Politics 
in the Commons these days 
is like the final quarter of a 
football game, says 
Progressive Conservative 
whip Steve Paproski. 
His party feels victory is 
the month was a bit of a 
bummer, ton. 
You tell the postal delivery 
men that there isn't another 
penny in the kitty and then. 
AndreOuellet gives then~tbe '
key to the cash box and what 
eLse -- away goes the lOUSY 
press again. 
You're out on a limb and 
0uellet saws it off, and all 
those lousy scribblers 
yammer about what's 
happened to cabinet 
solidarity and wh0's in 
charge? pretty ~g~md But it was a 
month for Otto, Minister' of. 
Everything, Lang. ". 
The inside p~tal workers 
not only go on strike but 
laugh at Parliament's bank- 
to-work laws and tell the 
government to get its 
mediator-arbitrator,  a
former senior Quebec judge, 
stuffed. 
And you stop right up thre. 
The big hero. You're 
Minister of Justice among 
other things, and you swear 
by allthat's holy that the law 
will be upheld, the guilty 
brought to book, and the 
mails made to run -- 
whenever. 
The sweet retribution, the 
lousy anti.government press 
has to report it. Beautiful. 
Then whatl 
As Minister of Tramlpm't, 
still among other things, you' 
wave your big law stick and 
back to work go those Great 
Lakes shipping strikers. And 
the folks back home on the 
wheatlands, who send you --  
a pretty lonely Liberal in 
solid Tory country -- to 
Parliament, boast proudly: 
just look at our Otto. Isn't he 
something? 
Otto Everything. Might a '~ 
well be Prime Minister. 
And isn't it inverly, but the 
lousy biame-the.government 
press has to report it. 
If you're Otto Lang, knows • 
GOd of what you are capable 
of really under pressure. 
"Lang Off to Middle East 
to Wrap Up Peace Talks" ... 
"Lang Called to Washington . 
to Wrestle Infistlun to the ~, 
Ground" ... "Japs Offer~ 
Lang Big Blockbuster Trade 'i~ 
Deal" ,,. '.'Lang to Ba~ b 
Budget" ..... , . . . . . . . . .  ., 
' /  
% 
vote in the Commons, 
Mclsaac says. 
If defeated on a non-con- 
fidence motion--for in- 
stance, avote on a budget or 
a money bill--the govern. 
ment would he expected to 
within reach and "we're 
going to win any way we 
can," says Paproski, a 
former Edmonton Eskimos 
lineman. 
Paproski says the op. 
position may bring down the 
government by February or 
March. 
"It's war," he says. "The 
gloves are off. We are in this 
game for keeps now." 
Bolstered by victories in 
the 15 Oct. 16 byelectiona, the 
Conservatives now have a 
realistic hance of defeating 
the government on a Corn- 
mona vote. 
With 136 .seats, the 
Liberals maintain only an 
eight.vete margin over the 
combined opposition, which 
consists of 97 Conservatives, 
I? NDP members, nine 
Social Creditm-~ and five 
independent MPs. 
Cliff Mclsaac (L-- 
BattlefordKindersley) is 
aware of his party's 
precarious position. The 
Liberal whip is responsible 
for seeing that the govern. 
ment has enough MPs on 
hand to win Commons votes, 
particularly on non. 
confidence motions. 
That meam keeping tight 
rein on Liberal MPs, and 
convincing the prime 
resign. Defeat on any other : 
grounds would he, at the 
least, embarrassing. 
Although his colleagues 
regard him as unflappable 
Mclsane says the govertl- . 
meat's position is hard on his " 
nerves and blood pressure. ' 
For now, all the Con. : 
servatives era1 do is show up ' 
en masse, hope the other 
opposition parties and in. 
dependent MPs will take 
their side, and pray enough i 
Liberals stay home. 
heHOWever, Papruski says  
may have other schemes 
for defeating the gevm'n- 
meat. 
"The government doesn't ' 
know what we have planned, 
and I don't intend to tell 
them," Paproaki says. 
Both whi.,ps agree the Con. 
servatives 10 byelection 
wins have changed the at: : 
mesphere in the Commons. ! 
MPs Who used to spend ( 
Fridays or Mondays in their ~' 
ridings are in the Commons 
every day now--just in case 
there's a snap vote. 
The tradition of pairing-- '~ 
an MP would refrain from 
voting if an opposing.];~' 
member could not make it to 
a vote--has disappeared . . . .  "i 
Paproakl says  Liberal 
MPs are tense, while Con. 
The whole thing finally 
ends up in th,~ clt.v council's 
personnel c.~tt~mi'ttee from, 
which it only surfaces once a 
year on the status report, 
only to he tabled again. 
trade and support L.'e 
lagging dollar. TI~o ntoun ~.~g 
instability of the ahab's r,'ale 
jeopardizes not only f~.utc 
sales, but also large ,~ns 
held by U.S. banks 
For the state department, 
the geopolitical con. 
The tidal wave missed the sequences of the fall of the 
ship the girl guides were on. shah are grim. lran sits on 
Wonder Woman towed them the key Strait of Hormuz, 
out of the way at the last through which much of the 
minute and took them to a world's oil flows. With Af. 
women's centre, where they ghanistan leaning toward 
were given all kinds of useful Moscow after the  coup 
literature on birth control, earlier this year and with 
their rights and how to deal iraq growing friendly with 
with boy scouts. Wonder Syria and the hardline Arab 
Woman wasn't on strike, she states, lran has become an 
was working on a govern- 
ment grant. Superman is 
still picketting, his long, blue 
cape as tattered as his 
cardboard "Unfair to 
Superherees" ign. 
sharply reduced the flow of 
oil from the Middle East at a 
time when stocks are being 
accumulated in the northern 
hemisphere for winter. The 
reduction i  supply at a time 
of increased demand will put 
pressure on Saudi Arabia to 
accede to a price increase 
when the Organization of 
Pet ro leum Expor t ing  
Countries meets next month. 
OPEC incomes have been 
hard hit by the drop in the 
American ally in a region velueof the U.S. dollar and 
where such allies are hard to there have been repeated 
find. ' demands for a price jump. 
For South Africa and Rho- The Saudis have tended to 
desin, the concern is sire. restrain their fellows on 
pie-- oil 
reported to have stockpiled 
18 months upply of o11, but 
Rhodesia likely would be in staunch religious con- 
great rouble, sarvativee in a united front 
The oiifield strike has against the ruler. 
Demonstrat ions and 
protests against his 
autocratic rule have been 
curbed with a heavy hand. 
Tanks and troops are 
standing by to keep order in 
the streets of Tehran and he 
has called in a military 
government In a last attempt 
to protect his rule. 
Dozens of former govern- 
ment officials, including a 
former prime minister, have 
been arrested in an effort to 
defuse charges of 
widespread government 
corruption. The shah has 
also ordered an Investigation 
of the finances of the ira. 
pricing policy, but the perial family. 
minister not to send many 
cabinet ministers out of town 
will issue a call to arms and at the same time. 
bring down civil war on the There is a danger the 
country, government will be defeated 
Outright warfare would in a committee or on a snap 
probably result in a blood. 
o,.m  Peop le  in some 200,o0o is described as 
Intensely loyal and his multi. 
biilton-dollar purchases have 
equipped the armed forces 
with the most modern 
weapons. 
Whter the army can 
restore order and keep'their 
monarch in power remains 
the question of the moment 
in New York, Washington, 
Pretoria, Salisbury and 
other centres. The peacock 
throne is tottering and if it 
fails, the crash will be a loud 
one. 
ROME (AP) -- Jeno Pau. 
lucci,chairman of one of the 
world's largest pizza and 
snack companies, an. 
nounced Monday the start of 
a one-million.circulation 
magazine aimed at Italian. 
Americana. 
The magazine, called 
Attenzione Usa (Attention 
USA), is scheduled to being 
publication i April and will 
eventually have a sister 
Italian edition, Paulucct 
said. 
servatives are excited. 
"They now feel victory ia 
not far away," he says. 
"You're going to see a lot of • 
action in the chamber in the ! 
next few months." 
the news ", ! 
The 60-year.old 'i 
businessman from Duluth, " 
Minn., who sold his dhtm 
King Food empire and later 
founded Jeno's Inc., said the ~I 
monthly magazine "will dis-." 
cuss the positives of llaly~ 
WICHITA, Kan, (AP) - -~)  
Nancy Landon Kassehaum 
wall be the only woman In the 
U.S. Senate next year, a ]!i 
distinction of more than a 
little interest o the media. 
" - . .~..i ': " . . . . . . .  .".. . . . . .  " ~:~'" ......... . ~.-.:. 
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Nearly 500 
await death 
NEW YORK (AP) --Five 
women and 459 men await 
death in 24 of the 33 states 
that permit capital punish- 
ment, the A.S. Civil Liberties 
Union ~ys, 
The death-row census, 
prepared hy the National 
Coalition Against he Death 
Penalty and released 
Monday, showed that 80 per 
ce.t of all death penalty 
prisoners come from 
Southern states, including 
17 in Florida, 106 in Texas 
and 40 in Alabama. 
Henry Schwarzschild, 
director of the coalition, 
predicted that "1979 will see 
the beginning of executions 
in some numbers." 
"That will contribute 
nothing whatever to the 
solution of the crime 
problem," he added. 
The census revealed that 
52.4 per cent of death-row 
prisoners-including the five 
women-- were white. 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIOH 
NE'UP 
Expires Nov. 18~ 
~Dram Automahc Transm~ss¢on f , ,# '~ . . .  ~/ 
Torque Converter (if equip'. , "~,~,,,,.~,~,' ". ..,~.~ . 
,~Cfean Flu~dpokupscreen ~ " ; ~ ~ , ~ .  
A,r Breather Of so equ,pped) ~ i j l l .  I 71f~.- ~l].-"-'v~,Z 
..A~l,,s, Bands t :;~:~,~ ;/a~ltl~s=J~ : 
Linkage T I ,~=~ ..~- ~4~ ~11~,~." ii 
Replace: Pangasket andflmd ~ i 
Road Test Vehicle 
Most Passenger Cars and L~ghl Trucks 4631Terr~eKeith .T°tem~3.~-a~lF°rd Sales LM. ; 
i Dealer t.io~nce N~mba" D00~27~ -: I I I I 
. For  harmony in Council. 
. Has confidence in Terrace. 
-k Has 32 years business 
experience. 
! ",.~" 
m.- 
I 
-tI~, 
• ".'. , ,- ~, , ,, • " 
.., ;"-!i".i, ":.'. °-" " "~ 
Many took time out to remember  
m 
• ; ~,]" . . . . .  ., 
Fulton slams conference 
-k For Planned progressive 
development. 
.~:, 
~7'~. 
bnF~ 
.Has  been involved in Terrace 
Community work for 14 years. 
PURSGHKE, AI 
Many Canadians are 
wandering why the British 
North America Act of 1867 is 
su~!etdy so important, .Jim 
FdP,~i" federal NDP can- 
d i~$ '~fbr  Skeena,. said/ 
recentl>. Followlng'":'~ '~ 
vicious, carefully planned, 
and orchestrated attack On 
the concept of collective 
hargainlng, we find Trudnau 
waxing eloquent on the need 
for constitutional change, 
Fulton said. 
"The BNA Act has rested 
quite well for the past ltJ 
years in a dusty bin in 
England. The return of the 
document may well place the 
Prime Minister in the history 
books, but there is small 
chance of any other im- 
mediate effect," continued 
Fulton. "As power.brokers 
the provincial premiers are 
naturally interested in 
having asay in any proposed 
changes. However, the real 
reason for all the Liberal 
Interest in the BNA Act is to 
divert attention from the 
crumbled dollar, high 
unemployment and soaring 
prices, 'rmdeau hopes to. 
convince us that most of our 
economic and regional 
problems are related to 
pa~er; as  :Opposed to 
pol'~i~ i' sfPessed Fulton; 
With an eye to politics, I 
can only say that finger 
pointing and jumping up and 
down, is no way to lead a 
countrY, Fulton said• He 
went on to say, we need a 
government that will stand 
for the working people, The 
casual destruction of rights 
by Trudeau seems to know 
no limits, While wage con- 
trols held back the real in- 
come of working men and 
women, the profits of big 
business kyrocketed. ' When 
unemployment passed the 
million mark the Trudeau 
Liberals pointed fingers at 
the cheaters on' ut~ent- 
phiyment insurance, 
"When Trudeau sin~s that 
the BNA Act is the cure to 
countrY's ills, it should 
come as no surprise that 
Canadians will not listen," 
concluded Fulton. 
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Looking For A New 
PIoce To Try? 
WHY NOT HECTOR'S AT THE LAKELSE. 
TRULY A QUIET RELAXED AT 
MOSPHERE WITH A VERY SPECIAL 
MENU TO GET THE TASTE BUDS EX 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT 1RY 
THE TURNEDOS ROSSINI FOR THE 
LOVERS OF FINE BEEF OR SCALLOPS 
FLORENTINE FOR THOSE WHO L IKF 
SEAFOOD. 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD F(3OD 
ARE YOU WILL FIND THEM A1 HEC. 
TOWS. 
For Reservations Please Call .... ~ ~t.,~ 
I ' t  , ,¢~ cf fect i ,  r till ?~aturdav '~, , ' .  I~ • tt hih' (rut, nrlhr ~ I.¢,~r • i t , .  r,,~enr hr right r,  limit Quantirie~ 
I ] - ~ y  tee II in-dash, under- I 
I ~ ~ d o n d ~ o o r m o u n t .  I 
[ ~ e  ode Indlcalori, tuff 4 1 
l : ~ , , , ~ w . . o , ~ ¢ -  I 
I I ~ . ~ D .  charm le Indicator, I 
I I ~  detacha Ibe DIN I " ,.,,~ 
I ~ u g - t n  microphone,  ANL  I 
I ~ ~ t c h , N B  switch, CP IPA I 
I ~ F I  Gain control, speaker I 
I ~ d r e a s j  sck,bullt'ln I ENGINE ANALYSIS I ~ ~ I i t y  sP asker" I 
AND SCOPE CHECK 
Keeping your car in tune Is what we're all about. Service 
~ m l l / l ~ l ~ l l ~ ~  ~ Includes: 1. Checking spark plugs 2. Checking rotor, points, 
condenser,  distributor cap. 3. Checking and testing cables 
and battery. 4. Checking fan belt and adJ igting tension. 
~ MOBILE 4O-CHANN~.." I , .  sett ing engine t iming 6. Ad ju i t lng  carouretor. 7. Inspect- 
l ~ Fine features__at a n affordable I ingandcleanlngairfllter.O.ln|pectlng PCVvalvel .  
~-- -~"~~_.  ' ~..";.".~! I 
[ ~ , ~ o ; t ; ; .  I 
I l k , ~ L  .delta tune, I Servicepedormed I onmostNodh 
American Cars. :13 .4'n'i,l K mariRegular L,stPricr , . ,gT  reQuIrod.PIrII°'raI' 
Sl_~VSSSg.oO J p,lce I V V  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  taluo pri¢ed I;O solution verl ad for prob- low- and
~T,O.~XT... CABLES 
Flexible multi-strand cop- Irt Regular L,s! per conductor. O,E,M. type 
e 68.99 to 28.99 i:onnecnnglu 0 . ~ ~  
t ~  
I 251m. I ~kke i  I 311KlleI 
ipeolalPrlco i KmIfi i KlSlifl 1 onlmt 
For Ii, 12, 24 volt batteries, 
ANTI.FREEZE 11ElffER 
P~Ifessl0ul ~po lister. 
K mort Regular 
List Prigs j .9? ea. 
Your Cholc~ 
131 
HALOGEN HEADLIGHTS 
QUARTZ QUARTZ 
HALOGEN HALOGEN 
HEADLIGHTS HEADLIGHTS 
Q6414 Q4001 
C,G,E, Halogen seal- C.G.E, Halogen ecol. 
ed beam headlight, ed beam headlight, 
T' round for 2 head- 5),~ "'rOundhlgh beam 
tight systems, 12volt for 4 headlight eye. 
3 prong unit. toms. 12 volt 2 prong 
unit. 
K mad Special Price K mad Special Price 
16" 11 
[SAVE $6 ,20  t 
CB C325 
ANTENNAS 
Antenna" mounts on 
trunk or root. Stain- 
less steel, Approx. 
48" high. 
K mart Re|mr L,n ~,¢e 16.97 
'<"'r' 1071 '  s,.,., 
Price A 
r 
STORI~ HOURS: 
Mou.-Tues. 
9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Wed,.Thurs.-Frl. 
9:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Sat . .  9:00 a,m. - 6:00 p.m. 
I 
i! 
:i 
:i 
ii 
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John the Baptist's 
grave said 
found near Cairo 
CAll(() cAP~-- Workers 
renovating an ancient 
Christian monastery in the 
desert north of Cairo 
discovered a coffin thai 
church officials say may 
contain the remains of John 
the Baptist, the holy man 
who Chrislians believe 
baplized ,lesus Christ. 
"There are lots of bodies 
buried out there and ~e ilave 
to I~ sure," said Bishop 
Samuel. an official of Ihe 
Coptic Christian (,izureh who 
is organizing an in- 
vestigation of the discovery. 
"WimL leads the priests to 
think it is John the Baptist is 
a reference in church 
manuscripts which says he 
was buried 18 feet from the 
altar." 
The wooden coffin was 
found under the walls of St. 
Oakarios monastery, 100 
kilometres north of Cairo. 
Officials of the Coptic 
(:hutch, the native Christian 
church of Egypt and 
Ethiopia, have set up a 
committee ofarchaeologists, 
architects and church 
scholars to examine the find 
and report to the church. 
"The priests couldn't 
move the walls before for 
fear the building would 
collapse,:' Samuel said 
Monday. 
A spokesman at the 
Vatican said he was unaware 
of the discovery. Rev. 
Romeo Panciroli said the 
report would have to be 
studied before the church 
makes any comment. 
The monastery was 
founded about the fourth 
century during a period of 
Christian expansmn m 
Egypt. The monastery's 
manuscripts say the remains 
of John the Baptist were 
.spirited out of Palestine in 
the fourth century by 
Christians fleeing the op- 
pression of Roman au- 
thorities. 
• They brought he body to 
Alexandria on the 
Mediterranean coast. The 
remains were moved to the 
monastery in the early I llh 
century. 
Historlan~ say John the 
Baptist, a Jewish prophet 
bern about 4 B.C., was a 
cousin of Jesus. He began a 
mission of preaching to the 
people of the Jordan valley, 
calling on them to repent in 
preparation for the ap- 
pearance of the Messiah. 
The preacher adopted bap- 
tism as a symbol of his 
reformist campaign and the 
early Christian church later 
lranslormed it into a 
sacrament. 
Joim the Baptist's 
preaching and great 
popularity enraged the 
aristocracy. 
ilowever, when Herodias's 
daughter danced before 
tiered and his guests at a 
festival, [he king promised to 
give her whatever she asked. 
Prompted by. her mother, the 
girl demanded the head o~ 
John the Baptist on a platter 
and the unwilling Herod was 
forced by his oath to comply. 
%•, 
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Leather-look or suede- 
look coats combine comfort, 
styling & a great price• Both 
are hooded & close up front 
with jumbo zipper. A wide 
variety of rich colours. 
Sizes 10-18. 
MISSES' WARM 
LEATHER-LOOK 
WINTER COATS 
X marl Aner  Sale Price 5900 
K mart  Sale Price 
77 
e l ,  
. . . . .  
.~.'. : : 
SUPER SOFT & COZY 
LADLES' SLIPPERS : .  
Trl-cot lined brushed Nylon slippers in . . . . .  . . 
Blue, Pink, Beige or Brown colours. 
• Hurry in for this great buy! 
K mart 1 S.c,., / 
Price 
'R, 
MEN'S ATTRACTIVE 
BEDROOM SLIPPERS 
Give your feet a break with shearltng 
,ined brushed Nylon slippers. Blue, 
Brown, or Beige coloura. 
K mart 1 
Special 
Price 
IIIII I 
• It; 
,~" t 
,i 
s2.67 
LADI-"r:'$;Lo-vELY 
POLYESTER TWILL 
WOVEN BLOUSES 
Greal addition to any wardrobe. Blouse 
is long sleeved with 1 piece collar 8, 
front button, Choose from Bone, White, 
Grey, or Blue colours. Sizes 10-20, 
K marl  f l egu l i r  L i l t  Price 8,66 
Kmart 5 9 8 0  
Special 
Price 
g• 
¢ 
• / 
/ 
/ 
/ • i 
'. ::!~:i:})!i:i: 
** . .  : .'. • r I
LADLES' LONG :::. 
NYLON GOWN 
Sleeveless Nylon long gown has elegant 
V neckline with lace applique. Peach, 
Blue Yellow or Green• Sizes S-M-L, 
K marl  After  Sele I~rlce 7.00 
K mart O 
Sale 
Price 
EA. 
#¢th • t$hile ()uantilie~ I.,.~t 
s5.00 
\ m 
MEN'S WARM SKI 
JACKETS-THREE 
SPORTY STYLES 
Water repellant |acket has Nyb~. shell & 
Polyester lining. Choose from 3 styles • 
all with zip froni & contrasting panel 
design. Asst. colours. S-XL. 
K mar l  Regular L ist  Price 22.44 
.- 178  Speclal Price 
i v M w  . .  Villi . I 
MEN'S FASHIONABLE 
POLYESTER DOUBLE 
KNIT DRESS PANTS 
p'i'ectical P01yelier, double knlt pants 
'ha~/e flared bottom with 2 front western 
~?ckets & 2 back hippockets. Navy, 
ue or Brown colours. Sizes 32-42. 
K mi t t  Regular L i l t  ~ ice  10.73 
K mart 6 Special 
Price 
i s .  
d" 
i WPA~elL w c - , ~ -  p.. ~---..- 
CHECKERED DESIGN 
COZY COMFORTERS 
Snuggle under one of these wonderfully 
warm comforters and you'll sleep like a 
baby. Pretty check design is enhanced with 
patchwork star inserts  on bone 
background• Choose from Navy or Brown 
checks. 50% Cotton/50% Polyester top. 
100% Polyester fill. 85% Acetate/15% 
Polyester backing. Approximately 64 x 70': 
Don't miss out on this value-priced buy, 
K mart Sale Price 
54 
EA, 
. . . .  . . . . . . .  ,,: ~ , . ,~  
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Backgammon 
championship, 
in the works 
NEW YORK (A'P) -- For 
a man who has faced the 
soporific fists of Archie 
Moore, the bets of Mickey 
Mantle and Willie Map, 
the bone-erushing tackles 
of Alex Karras and the 
booming shots of 
Philadelphia Flyers, this 
locks like tutti-frutti stuff 
indeed. 
Didyousay 
"backgammon?" 
"Sure," says George 
Piimptun, the Walter Mitty 
of sports journalism. "It's 
the game of the decade. 
There are 20 million 
players in the United States 
alone. Four million new 
sets were sold last year. 
"It's a game that has re- 
placed bridge and gin as 
the favorite locker-room 
pastime. A great gambling 
game. You'll find guys 
playing it on team buses on 
trips to the stadium, in 
their hotel rooms and in the 
clubhouses." 
Plimpton, editor, author, 
socialite and frustrated 
' superjock, is honorary 
chairman of the $I00,000 
world amateur 
backgammoncham. 
pionship Dec. 6-10 at the 
Dunes Hotel in Las Vegas. 
The Plimpton Cup and 
$I 0,-000 or more will b, 
awarded the winner. 
"We will have players 
f rom everywhere , "  
Plimpton said. "Probably 
the greatest backgammon 
TV MAGIO MONEY SHOW E• 
~r.'. a g~ C h.r!~.~..~ o . t~ l  ~S 1 
' instructims. As seed on TN.  
K mart 
~iSPi~ al 
K malt Rqd~ LIM Prk:e ] [ .9~ 
47 
e l .  
~. /~"  
ASSORTMEHT OF 
CUDDLY S ITT ING 
PLUSH'ANIMALS 
You'll fall in love with these soft & 
'~ L r ' '~ ~ V '  plueh~animMs: ChoOse from . 
' * an  a,~fi)rtment 'of ~ sitting animals 
including s Monkey, a Bear, an 
Elephant & a Puppy. 
K mad Regubr List i~lce 3A4 
K mart 4 
Special 
Price 
!a. 
SENSATIONAL 
STAR WARS 
ACT ION F IGURES 
Now you can start an excHIng collnctlon 
of sensational 8tar Wars*. Action Fi- 
UrsS. InVent new space adventures for 
n-filled games. Asst. Characters. 
*Reg. T.M. 
K mart 
Sale 
Price 
4 
LOVELY TASTEMA 
ASSORTED BEDDII 
Beautiful new bedding can. be Just the thing to 
brighten up your bedroom decor. Make Taetemaker 
your choice. These 50% Cotton/50% Polyester 
no-iron sheets are attractive as well as economical. 
Choose from pretty Royal Blue or Chocolate Brown 
co,ours. 
Y ..... ~'~'~:~ :i ;
~]  ! /  ~"!! 
• : ~- '~ ,~ ~ i: ~ "~ 
~i  ii ~,..i ,i]. ' i :  . . . . . .  "~"~:i- ~ ~ : ]:' . . . . . . .  j, ~, ~ , ~"~'  , . :~  
i i 
• ~;~;~ : ,~. :. , ~ ~.. 
~,~ i ~,:I 
~ ~ i: i ..... 
.... !ii! ! 
P ILLOW 
CASES 
K mart Sale Price 
TWIN 
FLAT/F ITTED 
K mart Sale Price 
oou.L, il .u..  FLAT/F ITTED FLAT/F ITTED 
K mar! Sale Price K mart Sale Price 
ii:t i 9aa4'i, 54ea, 
HOUR8:  
as. 
, - 6 :00  p .m.  
I Wed..Thure.-Fri. 
I 9 :30  am,  - 9 :30  p .m.  
Sat .  - 9 :00 a .m.  - 6:00  p .m.  
genius is Paul Magrie]. A 
chess master, he took up 
backgammon when he 
couldn't get a match with 
Bobby Fischer." 
Plimpton, who ap- 
parently will try anything 
on a whim, also sought a 
match with Fischer, the 
brooding, reclusive one- 
time boy wonder od chess-- 
UNSUCcessfully, naturally- 
and himself turned his 
parlor game talents to the 
mushrooming new fad, 
i 
played with dice and 
checker tokens on a small 
board. 
Plimpton, a lean and 
athletic man of 51 with 
touches of grey in his hair, 
is renowned for his con- 
frontations with famous 
athletes--adventures 
which he survived to ex- 
ploit first in magazine form 
and then sometimes in 
books. He has done a dozen 
or more. 
He spent a month in the 
pro football camp of Detroit 
Lions in 1963, out of which 
came the best seller Paper 
Lien, later a movie. We went 
on the pro golf tour to 
research Bogey Man, He is 
doing another book on his 
experiences with the 
National Hockey League's 
Boston Brulm, during which 
be played five minutes of an 
exhibition game against he 
fast skating Flyers. 
~ §QWLIH§  UAMI :  
:]~Just knock down ell of the 
:~, Mickey Mouse Oowling 
~,~PIns and you win the 
,i garnet Set comes with 10 
'~ hand-painted pins & 2 
bowling balls. Buy now 
• • and save. 
© Copyright Walt Olsney Productions 
K mart 99 set:; 
BABY.BLUE & OH FUIIFILLEO imm-Ea,~m 
EYES OOLL & CLOBBER IlOD'S TURTLE 
BABY DOLL TRAILER flAME RACE GAME 
8'b" tall Baby Blue Tractor and Enjoyable chase Greet fun for lages 
Eyes doff has move- removable trailer, game includes Au- 4-10 y_m. Race]your 
able arms & legs. Comes in 2 exciting tomctlcCubeShaker turlb, P ro f~Nod 
Comes with 61/2 '' styles. & p las t i c  game ietheRefenm. I 
baby doll. board. 6 yrs. & up. 
K aM I~11¢ Lilt I~tw I .N  g ilu~ I~N Lid Race ~,36 i 
K mart Special Pfice K mart Special Price g mart hie Rrice K marl Sale Price 
2o0 1s3 794 87s 
A large selection of quality 
Timex watches are now sv- K mart Special P r i ce  
12 ,052 '46 
prices, The whole family will 
benefit from this buy, Don't 
waste another minute to 
cash in on such a timely 
offerl 
K mad Regular Lilt 
Price 16.95 TO 69.95 
STORE HOURS:  
Men ..Tues. 
9:30  a .m.  - 6 :00  p .m.  
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 
9:30  a .m,  - 9 :30  p .m,  
Sat..  9:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m. 
, ]  
{ 
:i 
I , 
I 
, /  
/ 
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RECREATION FACILITIES M/:IIITEMI~NCE SUPERVISOR 
The District of Terrace requires a Recreation FacilitP.s Maintenance Supervisor to 
be responsible for the continual maintenance of all mechanical equipment related to 
the operation of the Arena and Swimming Pool Plant facilities, as well as the 
supervision and co-ordination of staff in respect of required facility maintenance, 
cleaning and repairs for the Parks and Recreation Department. 
The successful applicant will be responsible for equipment records; for establishment 
of service intervals consistent with the equipment history and plant needs; for 
establishment of testing procedures for determining the wear of all components; 
organizing and undertaking maintenance projects for the overhaul of equipment and 
facilities. 
Applicants hould have experience in structural nd mechanical maintenance, a good 
knowledge of the methods of making carpentry, electrical, mechanical nd plumbing 
repairs. Trades training, in plumbing, electrical or stationary engineering would be 
an asset. 
Salary for the position is in the $20,000 to $21,000 per annum (1978), with excellent 
fringe benefits available. 
Applications will he treated in strict confidence and should be forwarded to the un- 
dersigned with resume by November 27th, 1978. 
E.R. Hailser 
Clerk-Administrator 
District of Terrace 
N0.S-3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG'2X6 
Telephone (604) 63,5-6311 
II . , .  - - - -  
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,°. 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTOR S,INDUST RY-IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8.6 
636 7417 4946 Greig Avenue ,m Phone 635-7417 
i 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT |EB  O INSTALL ATION 
• MOUL ( lED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
369 • 5TH ,~VENUE ,'. ';; 
RES 562.2201 FREE EST IMATES 
i i 
K ALWOOD 
Harlem. Clowns 
entertain fans 
The Harlem Clowns were years the team has been in 
flown in Friday for a game operatiou. 
against the Teachers All- Not even the referees were 
Stars, and their performance immune to their zany tricks, 
left a packed house as they were the fall guys for 
thoroughly thrilled and many of them. At one point, 
entertained, one of the Clowns even stole 
With a little help from the his whistle, and began 
Clowns, the teachers refereeing the game himself. 
managed to keep the score He started calUng 
reasonably close in the first everything in favor of the 
half, but the final result was teachers, however, and soon 
a foregone conclusion, as the therest of the Clowns ganged 
Clowns scored at will, often up on him, took his whistle 
with one of their team in the away, and gave it back to the 
spectator stands, pulling original re~erce. 
another of their hilarious Many of the fans got into 
stunts the act as well, and at one 
From fantastic dribbling point the Clowns proved that 
performances, to spec- anyone could play bnsket- 
tacular slam dunk shots, the baH, provided he had a little 
Harlem Clowns proved that help. The Clowns took the 
smallest lad they could find they are indeed capable of 
playing basketball with ~ in the stands, and after 
best of them. Interspersed letting him try a couple of 
with good basketball, were shots from the foul line that 
many of the light.hearted, fell somewhat short, they 
mirthful stunts which have lifted the boy up to the 
made the Harlem Clowns basket, gave him the ball, 
famous throughout the many and helped him put it 
through the basket, for two 
paAints. 
t the final buzzer, after 
the smoke had deared, the 
Harlem Clowns had won the 
game by a score of 57-36. 
This was to be expected, and 
was somewhat immaterial, 
though, as most fans left 
with the feeling they had 
been thorougldy entertained, Herbert Jcaife looks nonci~alanuy a( Ine GUpi;IUlty i :~ 
• and treated to a show that ~' was we, worth the ~ee of crowd that turned out for the Harlem Clowns. i;i,i~ 
adnd=ien, 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE COAL AOT 
OANAVENTURE 
MEROURY :~:~'i~' (b°atS) (outboard  i tA l i  I I  Al~,!B~ll~llRa Y~AHA NpepeF.~l:nutamyr~f~ii/anOie a~Pth~lfede~l! sC°~ii/!ieii~:°t!Cnet Ls h:~b:r given that P a C i f l c ~LandDistrict. The 
motors) (O~in saws) 
Hours~Mon. - Sat. 84. 
Dealer Llcence 
4646 Greig Number 02013A 0~-~9~ 
T ERRACE AN~S~vE R ING BUREAU 
¢T~J.819S 
ANSWERING,  
PAGING• 
' MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  . . . . . . .  
M03.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG IV5 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd, "A.OUETB .ARTI,B 
SERVING TERRACE i KITIMAT " " ~ ' "~ '  o .  
,.~. , .v, -o. ,~, g le  D i  
~ O  Warrenty Depot for 
110 ~ Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - $ p.m. B. POLICH£K J. Y. PAUL 
PHONE 635-5683 PHONE 635.9252 
4908 Graham 635-4543 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Resorted 
For Your Ad. 
, ~ .~. 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
tERRACE. B.C. 
VSG 3N5 
YeZ~whead Fire P ro tOn.  a~ 
• Zdlowheml Seem'tiles ~ Ltd. 
PRIvAIE tNV|  ~ I IGA IOR 
PHONE (604) 635.3863 
OR (604) 635 3861 
T,v  
ICBC AUTO 
VISITORS I nRD E nO. 
_22J   
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
l l l l  i i 
• 
Ready-Mix  - 9 636 3 36 
0 N O R E T E ,, ~ ~%~,~ . ?. 
/ COSTO, oo,.m p,o,. I 
Sand, 6ravel, Drain Reck 
Custom Furniture Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl 
Repair. Van Conversion Accessories • R,V. Supplies • 
Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops 
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet • V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 HALLIwELL 
Call ,,s at 635-6357 9 to 5 
104.J.2, Block K, Units 43, 44, 45, 46, S3, 54, 55, 56, 63, 64, 6S, 66, 67, 6B, 
73, 74, 75, 76, 77• 78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 93, ?~,9 $ and 
96 ,~ .~, .... 
104-J-7, Block C, Units 5, 6, 15, 16, 23, 24, 2S, 26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35• 36, 37, 
38, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 40, 53, $4, 55, 56, 57 8111¢158 
Excluding surveyed coal Ilcences in the area held by other parties. 
k 
inluredil 
PHILADELPHIA (P )  ~~+ 
Joe Watson, the popular,~ii 
former Philadelphia Flyers':'; 
defeneemen, underwent, 
surgery Sunday morning toi~,: 
repair severe damage to hiS := 
right knee and his NaUouall ~ 
Hockey League career~: 
YOUNGEST WINNER., ~ ":. 
HONG KONG (AP) " ' ' i  
Eliot Teltscher beat Mlow i 
American Pat Dupre 6-4, 6-3,:~.~ 
6-2 today and became the.~i~ 
youngest player ever to win~ 
the $15,000 Hong Ko=~ ~ 
Tennis Patrons' Clajsle; 
Teltsdter, 19, won $12,-760 ii~!~. 
money. ':~ . . . . .  ~,~i.~,~ 
KITSUMKALUM 
Mountain Ski News 
1978-1979 SKI SHOWS 
PRINCE RUPERT Monday, November 20, 1978 10-6p.rn. 
Rupert Square Shopping Centre 
KITIMAT Saturday, November 10, 1978 12-6 p.m. 
Kitimat City Centre Shopping Centre 
TERRAOE Friday, November 17, 1978 7-9 p.m. 
Lakelse Motor Hotel Banquet Room. 
, SKI MOVIES . SKI FASHIONS 
, SKI AREA DISPLAYS 
, SKI SCHOOL REPS , B.C. SKI MOBILE 
, SKI EQUIPMENT DISPLAYS 
Will your Seasons Pass Back! 
Here's How. 
Seasons passes are now on sale at the Regional 
District offices at 4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace. 
Buy now and be eligible for a single pass refund. 
Draw to be held November 23, 1978. 
, Kitsumkalum Mountain Opens 
November 24 
.Kitsumkalum Ski Club Annual 
Ski Swap November 18 
• 4 
The Herald. Tuesday..~ovember 14, 1978. Pa~ 
t 
. . ,  ' , i '~ ~¸¸ 
,•~i ¸ .~i 
-k - • ~o t~ G~ ~vj~'c 
w~ s 
ON TMES/D1$¢ 
mmm,~, , -=- . . - - -~  
- - -  ~ OFF T.E .U.C.ASE OF ~ ~  OFF THE PURC.ASE OF 
~ 1 ¢  FR~NoEm s ~~~~121/2  FLOZTINFROZEN 
I 2 LB BAG WESTERN FAMILY 
I FROZEN FRENCH ~ ~  =. WESTERN FAMILY 
ORANGE JUICE 
1. , , m L -~__~-.~:~-~_~CouponvlllldunlilNovember18ol'78. Llmit°n' 
18 1918 Li lion! E~-~ ~.~--~-/..~ coupon per family order. COUPON VALID A1 
rcoupon per lamlly older COUPON VALID AT 
~lmamm~ OVERWAITEA SKEENA MALL O N L Y ~  / ~ ~ O V E R W A I T E A  SKEENA MALL ONLY. 
OVERWAITEA 4731 LAKE~E AVE.,  SKEENA MALL  
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED WITH ALMOST THIRTY OTHER MERCHANTS. • .SOME OF WHICH WiLL BE 
OPENING SOON TO BRING YOU COMPLETE ONE-STOP SHOPPING. 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ,~.:.:..,,.~.: :.:-.~ :.:.:~:-::::::-:-:.~<:~-.~ >.:,~ ~: :~::~,.~'~\\\"~"$ ~.%~'~ 
IT'S SO 
SIMPLE TO ENTER 
Fill out entry form in this advertisement (below). Clip 
out and take to your Overwaitea in Skeena Mall. Deposit 
in ballot box. That's all you have to do. No purchase is 
necessary. You may use our cash register tape by 
writing your name, address and telephone number on 
reverse side, as an entry form substitute. You don't have 
to be present to win. Overwaitea employees, their 
families and the company's supplier personnel are not 
eligible. There's a lucky draw every week during the 
ro ram Be present for the draws -- You could be a ~ P g • 
Winner. 
WINNERS DECLARED IN ORDER OF HIGHEST PRIZE FIRST 
Overwaitea Skeena Mall 
LUCKY DAYS DRAW 
i NAME 
ADDRESS 
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 
CITY I COMMUNITY TEL. 
This entry is valid for the Saturday, November 18, '78 draw. 
I ,  
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IN" HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS 
I 
Volleyball ,  soccer finals held 
Local h~gh school athletes 
wrrc busy on the weekend, 
w,th the Northwest Zone Jr. 
,~, vol~,,yball finals being 
held ~n Terrace, and the 
N,f~hwe~t Zone Sr. soccer 
finals taking place in Prince 
Rupert. 
In Boys Jr. A volleyball, it
w~s Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
School against Kitimat's Mt. 
Elizabeth Secondary Seh~l 
in the final mah'h. The 
Thorniull squad lo~t out to 
Kitimat 15-10, 16.6, giving 
Mt. Elizabeth top spot. 
The best match by far in 
junior boys play, however, 
was the semi-final round 
between Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary School and 
Skeena Jr. Secondary 
~hod. Thornhill won the 
first game 15-10, but lost the 
second game.by a similar 15- 
tO margin. At one point in the 
final contest, it looked as 
though Skcena would take it, 
as they held 6.0,12-3, and 14-7 
leads during the game. 
Thornhill staged a 
tremendous comeback, 
though, and when the match 
was over, it was Thomhill 
winning it with a 16-14 vic- 
tory in the final game, giving 
them a berth in the finals. 
The final standings in 
junior boys play saw Kitinmt 
on top, followed by Thornhill 
Jr. Secondary School, 
Skeena Jr. Secondary 
School, and Port Simpson. 
In (]iris Jr. A action, it was 
Skeena finishing on top after 
round robin competition, 
setting up a final match 
between them and Kitimat's 
Mt Elizabeth Secondary 
W School. It was Kitimat 
Moscow 
praised 
MOSCOW (Reuter) - -  
Leaders of the United States 
National Olympic Com- 
mittee lavished praise 
Monday on Soviet 
preparations for the 1980 
Games, which they 
predicted would be an 
unqualified success. 
Robert Cane, president of 
the USNOC, told a news 
conference after a three-day 
tour of Games sites he was 
amazed by the tremendous 
facilities under construction. 
"The Olympic village is 
/t~ascow is the best village I
ha~'e ~er seen," he said. 
winning that one though, to make it to Terrace final match either at home, 
giving them first place for because of the road con- or in Smithers. The girls, 
the weekend. Smithers, ditions. Subsequently, a coin eager for a chance to travel, 
however, who finished first toes was held, with Kitimat chose to play the match in 
in the east division over the winning the flip. This gave Smithers, at a future date 
regular season, was unable them a choice of holding a yet to be named. 
Persson a dark horse 
NEW YORK tAP) - -  
Nobody paid Stefan Persson 
a million dollars to come to 
North America. His signJng 
with New York Islanders 
didn't urn many heads. His 
new couch had never seen 
him play before he came to 
training camp. 
Swedish imports may he 
all the rage in the National 
liookey League nowadays, 
but defenceman Persson 
hardly was the most sought 
after player in Scandinavia' 
before joining the Islanders 
lsst sesson. Today, any team 
would like to have him an- 
choring its rcarguard. 
"Stef really knows how to 
play this game," said 
Islanders coach Ai Arbour, 
the man who hadn't set eyes 
on Persson prior to Sep- 
tember, 1977. "We relied on a 
tip we got from a friend in 
Sweden. He said he thought 
Stef could play for us. He 
didn't say that Stef could 
play for anybody." 
In his rookie season, 
Persson set an NHL record 
for rookie defencemen with 
5 assists (he scored sb 
goals). An excellent passer. 
hewas placed on the point of 
the Islanders power play, the 
In,st potent in the NHL the 
In the zone soccer finals. 
Caledonia did very well, 
winning their f irst two 
games before losing to a fine 
.Prince Rupert Secondary 
School squad in the final 
game. Caledonia's first 
game could have gone either 
way, as the score was still 
tied 1-1 after two Overtime 
season before. Hedidn'thm't periods. Caledunia's team 
• its production. ' persevered, t ho..ugh, and.they 
"tle knows how to get the wontheeontos[ina'shGotout.'. 
puck to the net," noted Caledonia's econd game 
Atbour. "And he is some was also dose, as they 
passer. He is the perfect type defeated queen Charlotte 
of player for that position." City 4-3, giving them a spot 
Perssnn, 23, passes the in the final game against 
puck as well as anybody, Prince Rupert Senior 
including Toronto Maple Secondary School. They 
Leafs defenceman Boric more than met their nmteh 
against the coast city squad, Salming, generally con- 
sideredthebestpasserinthe ough, and fell to an 8-0 
game. Salming preceded defeat, to finish second 
Persson as the No. 1 defeR, overall. 
ceman with Brynas of the Caledonia did well in the 
Swedish Hockey League, individual honors as well, as 
then starred for the Swedish Myron Crown and Periklis 
national team before joining Anagnastou were selected to 
the Maple Leafs in 1973. the All.Star team. 
Terrace 
Rotary Radio, T. V. 
AUCTION 
December 1 & 2 
Terrace Air- 150.00 Charter ticket- 
Royal Bank- 5 Lots tickets- 
By,own Diesel- 12 Volt battery- 
Dingle Dan's Towing -Towing certificate- 
Simpson Sears - Power drill. 
Swffty Muffler- Set of shocks & Muffler- 
Rose's Shop- Gift certificate- 
$~.00 
$50.00 
$56.15 
$~.00 
$30.00 
$61.95 
$50.00 
WATCH for the complete listing 
PUBLISHED IN THE 
TerracelKitimat Daily • Herald 
NOVEMBER 28 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 
The District of Terrace, a progressive community in northwest British Columbia, 
having a population of 10,C00, is seeking applications for the position of Superin- 
tendent of Parks and Recreation. 
Reporting to the Clerk-Administrator, the Superintendent is responsible for the 
supervision, direction and administration of the Recreation Department, for 
Municipal Leisure Service Facilities and Programs and for the maintenance of 
Cemeteries and grounds of all public buildings Present facilities include Parks, 
Playgrounds, Arena, Recreation Centre and a ~enty-five metere indoor Swimming 
Peel. 
This Is a challenging position which r~uires prospective app,~..ca n~cot~mb~i;e~ ss~ 
administratrative, organizationa~ ann promottonat capaoluu~,, --
genuine desire to implement community orientated programs in all areas of. 
•. recreation. 
The successful candidate.will have a recognized degree in Recreation or a related 
discipline, plus several years experience inCommunity Recreation, preferably ina 
Municipal operation. 
Salary range for this position is r~13,000 to $24,000 per annum depending on 
qualifications and experience. Excellent fringe benefits and relocation assistance are 
available. 
Applications will be treated in strict confidence and should be forwarded to the un- 
dersigaed with resume by November 27th, 1978. 
E.R. Hallsor 
CIerk.Admlnistrater 
District d Terrace 
No.5-3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 
Telephone (604) 635-6311 
RE-ELECT for ALDERMAN 
WORKING FOR 
, Terrace Oltlzen for 61 , i sensible community 
l ears .  " i~i ;~;:'; plan . .  . 
, Independent logging ~ "~'. ~'~ , Realls!lo. zoning for 
operator for 30 years, i ~! ~ /  subdnvusuon 
, Chairman council 
committee for Industrial 
Development on Tourism 
. Chairman council 
committee for 
Public Works 
development 
, For the development 
of main drainage 
program 
. Promotion of 
secondary industry 
OO(IPEI;, :lo)ert: ]'[ 
msurance 
Queen 
isnowmore = 
responsive 
eon t ons in 
British Columbia. 
To make your Unemployment 
Insurance Program more responsive to the 
special needs ofdifferent areas of Canada, 
there are now 48 economic regions for 
UI. (Up to now, there were 16 regions.) 
With this change, UI benefits 
will more accurately reflect your local 
employment conditions. 
It's all part of a plan announced 
over a year ago. 
Each ofthese new 48 regions will 
have its own unemployment rate. This 
will set the length oftime a claimant must 
have worked to become ligible for Un- 
employment Insurance benefits. And it 
will govern the length ofbenefits as well. 
There's nothing new about he 
system itself-it's just being measured 
more finely in 48 regions, rather than 16. 
The length of time a claimant must 
work to get UI remains the same. It 
varies from 10 to 14 weeks, depending on 
the unemployment rate where the 
claimant lives. And regionally-based 
benefits have the same maximum. 
The change will only affect hose 
whose UI claims tart after November 12. 
This map and fl~e information 
with it will show you the new economic 
boundaries inyour area. 
Clip the map and save it for 
reference, ifyou like. 
Pr ince 
• George 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
• Riverlnlet 
Vaism0unt 
F Hobson L a k ~  
,0o .,o..o,s..) =-e  ,er 
Dog Creek Canlm Lake 
U;tle Foil } Allison Harbour ~ M i l e  House • • North 
~ Bonapar to [ [  
, " '" Kamloo  se  ..) ~. C Chas, 
RH,,~ Cnve " ~ ~ . Monte • 
," ~ ~Nt~Lake Lytton Lake / 
Vanco ,ver~, .~ L)  | .  [ J - "v - - '~  Asl~enurove 
,sland ~.  s~,,..,~,, V"eos!o, e..'-) ._~r"" 
v} 
II,.' Abbot.~ford -- 
V,c,or,a@ i 
Note: Further ,'hanges to the Uncmph:v- 
ment htsuran,x' Program have bcgn 
proposed by the Go~,ernmcnt. Th,3' will 
come into ~:ffea only w/tot th,y have 
been enacted by Padiament. 
Canada's Unemployment 
Insurance Program 
Working with people 
whowant towork. 
I~p  Employment and Emptoi el 
• Immigration Canada Imrmgration Canada 
Rud Cullen, MInisler Bud Cuilen. Mmistre 
REGION C 
Kamloops, consisting of the Regional Districts 
of Squamish-l,illooet, and Thompson.Nicola. 
REGION D 
Vancouver-i.ower Fraser Valle); consisting of 
the Regional Dis, riots of Fraser-Cheam, 
l)ewdney-Aloucttc, Central Fraser Valley, 
Greater Vancouver, Sunshine Coast, and 
I'owdl River. 
REGION E 
, .  . , . . 
X retorts.Vancouver Island, consisting ofthe 
Regional Districts of Capital, Cowichan Valley, 
Nanaimo, AIherni-Clavoquot, Comes. 
Slrathcona, "rod Mouni Wadding,on. 
REGION F 
Norlh British Columbia; the rest of,he 
province. 
gOVt ' t l l .  ) 
The Ca.a~ l:.mployme.t and lmmtgr~tton Commmmn wm cre,.ed by ¢o.,km.~o dr,' i ",.'mN,,v*,.'.t hm,~,v!,', • ( ~,!*mm..,. and rite Drpwtmen! ¢~ Manpotm~nd lmmigr,.tion. In addmon, ,,ur/,,,'al,,flhv~ a e bei.~, merged., v~'r y,,u b,wer as Ca~ Employment Centr¢,. 
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Another Timberrnen scoring opportunity is thwarted by John Garcia 
IIVPNIVHL A C TIO N 
• 11  Totems topple Tlmberme 
' 1~ Tlmhennm mimto later, Jim Stephona and Terrace captain Gord TheTerrace Timhernfen's 
to have their 
Tote~ns Sunday afternoon at 
the l~wace Arena.' 
The Timhermon were to 
have played Frtum" Lake 
Saturday night, but for 
remmm that aren't clear at 
the moment, the Fraser 
ladm squad failed to show 
up, and apparently that 
.~m, e v~ll he played at a 
The Smithers Totems did 
Indeed show up Sunday 
~ ,  and proved to he 
ma~ than a match for the 
ltmbarmen. They started 
fall. and two goals by Jshn 
Perry gave them a 2-0 lead 
ova" the home town Tim. 
centering pass from the 
corner found Bill Maskewlch 
all alone in front of Terrace 
gealtundar Tim Gloeden, and 
he put the puck into the 
Timbermen net to give 
'Sndthem a 4.0 advantage 
gei~ into the final period. 
At 7:~ d'the third period, 
Dun Grimner pounced on a 
loose puck at centre ice, sped 
in ca the Terrace net, aria 
beat Glcedan with a hard 
shot,that wan high to the 
glove side, and gave the 
Totems a 5-0 advantage. 
With the Timbermen 
enjoying a man advantage, 
Carl Lanslng's booming 
slapehot from the point found 
its way into the Totem's net 
at 10:36 of the period to 
Cochrane banged in a loose 
rebound for the Tim- 
bermen's final goal, making 
the final tally 6-3 in favor of 
Smithers. 
next scheduled game is 
tomorrow night at the 
Terrace Arena, 8:30 p.m., 
when the Prince Rupert 
Kings will be the opposition. 
We hove a 
Sales, Opportunity 
for unique  qualified 
WELDORS! 
You will I)e selling welding alloys and equip- 
ment. service and systems to other wddors 
and to plant management a all levels. 
If you have welding experience 
bermm gdnginto the ~ 
perl~. 
'1~ Tlmbermen had their 
chancea in the middle frame, 
and fired 13 shots at the 
Tetems' net, lint couldn't get 
t~ Imck by Shflthen net- 
minder John G~ffcla. At 9:04 
d the period, Perry fired a 
bard slap shot from the slot 
that caught he upper left 
IMmd corner of the net, and 
increased the Totems 
margin to 3-0. Just over a 
finally get the Timbermen on 
the scoreboard. It took just 
16 escenda for the Totems to 
get that one hack though, as 
Bill Maskwewlch notched his 
second marker of the period 
to give Smithors a 6-1 lead. 
Terrace added two goals 
before time ran out, but it 
was in a losing cause. Dong 
Matheson took a centering 
pass from Brad Riley at 
14:28, and put it into the 
Smithers net to make it 6-2, 
and enjoy demonstrating y,)ur 
welding skills, we olter you . . .  
, v' Complete training. 
\ Highest quality products. 
\ '  Salary plus rommission. 
\ '  Car allowance & bonuses. 
\ /Protected sales territoi'y. 
Call "Collect" for Interview: 
LANCE MORLEY 
604.635.6302 
Tues. 14th Nov. 
9 A.M. - 3:30 P.M, 
e d ] Slumber Lodge, Terrace G&A dump I+.,+++,,+l 4702 Lakelse, L.F.E. 
I I EUl"ECTIC by Juvemle--  aslollnj CanadaLtd 
In Terrace Commercial 
League action 
y at the arena, 
Terrace Chrysler Juveniles 
upset Gordon & Anderson 5- 
"4. 
It was Gordon & Anderson 
who hit the scoreboard first, 
with an unassisted goal by 
Rlelmrd Bruueman just 54 
seconds into the contest. B~ 
~=-,,-,,=,. r~lted with a g~m 
~.==~ j-~'g~u= ate:=, t, 
knot the score at one .'goal 
,apiece. Terry Olaon a~m steel 
m the play. Pet~ Kirby'n 
marker with Just l::le 
rmzd~nS in the Md~. as.re 
tho Juveniles a 2-1 lcao going 
into the middle frame. 
Okon's second goal of the 
game increased the Terrace 
Chrysler squad's advantage 
to 3-1 st 6:53 of the second 
period. Gordon & Anderson 
wasn't finished, however, as 
Roe Rowe scored less than a 
mimic inter, narrowing the 
to 3-2. Kevtn Olaon 
scored with 2:34 left in the 
middle frame to knot the 
gme ut ~ gcJne into the 
final nm'lod 
At ]hell:S0 mark d the 
Ra~ ~ agela,.~ 
give G&A the lead for me 
imcond time in the contes), 
thla lime by a margin of 4-3. 
Jim Rigler tied the game for 
the Juveniles at 16:56, 
kmou~, and just m, seco.~. 
tCrs Rick Smoley scored 
'What proved to be.the ~ra~e 
goal, Peter Klr y 
iund Terry Olaon assisti~ co 
the play. Final score, 
Terrace Cbry~l¢ Juveniles 
4, Gordon & Anderson ~. 
The same two teams meet 
truant in a r~matoh at the 
Tin:see Arena, game time, 
2:30 p.m.. 
I 
SENT TO. MINORS 
BIi~MJ~GHAM, Ale, (AP) 
~- Bit. ngham Bulk sent 
iW~rld Hockey AaseelaUco 
iveteran gcaltmder Way.he 
Wood toSan Diego Scahawgs 
the Pacific Coast Hockey 
laaf[ue and brought' up 
anomer veteran, mrnie 
Wakoly, f rosh Phoenix. 
Yankees sign Luis Tiant 
NEW YORK. (ALP) -- New 
York Yankees signed free- 
agent pitcher Luin Tinnt to a 
two-year contract Monday, 
the American League 
baseball team mmouncod. 
The Bostm Red Son 
veteran becomes the first 
layer in major league 
scballrs 1978 re.entry draft 
to reach contract terms with 
a new team. 
Because ef Ida age, Tlant, 
who ~ be 38 later this 
month, was virtually ignored 
in the Nov. 3 draft, selected 
only by the Yaukees in the 
eighth round. 
With only one team 
selecting him, Tiant was 
declared available for 
negotiations with all 26 
major league clubs, in- 
eluding the Red Sox, who had 
balked at giving hlm more 
than a oneyear contract. 
Last season, Tiunt com- 
pUeda 13.8 record with a 3.31 
earnedrun average and 
pushed his career ecord to 
204-148 since coming to the 
majors with Cleveland In- 
dians in 1964, 
The Red Sox signed the 
riahthander as a free agent 
in 1971. 
He had been traded by 
Cleveknd to Minneeota in 
~0~.t wire Atlanta Braves 
100t hen was rescnaa oy d~e 
Red Sox and played a major 
role in Boston's American 
League championship in 
1975. 
New York has dipped into 
the free.agent auction 
before, si~nin~ pitchers Jim 
(Catfsh) Hunter, Don 
1970 and then was releaHd Oullett Rich Gommge and 
by the Twins, who thought he, Rawly Eastwlck and sluUer 
was washed up, He furled a Reuin Jackson. 
T.G.I.F. NOV.10th. 
WINNING NUMBERS. 
Now. the Special Hallo- 
ween Draw portion of your 
Draw ] 0 ticket can win you 
upto $100,000 in anyone 
of the 6 Special Friday 
Draws, If your Special Hal- 
loween Draw letter and 
\ , number match those 
M57439?e00.se$100,O00 
M-74397.0oo0.$1,000 
M--4379ooo . . ,$200 
H---399°°. .s°$100 
M . . . .  9?°°°°°°$20 
drawn you win. 
In the event ol discrepancy be~een the above num~r and the offici..., alcomputer print-out he la~er shall ptevail~ 
Winning ticket numbers 
from the Halloween por- 
tion for the T,G.I.F. Draws 
will be randomly drawn 
from the Super Surprise 
packages available for 
purchase at any time up to 
the Main Draw on 
December 1st, 
Youwo: 
findabe 
it&be 
# tim best beer  u'w tutml? 
Secondary 
processing isa , big. 
part of 9.C. mmnmng 
Many people believe that mining in B.C. consists mainly of extracting 
ores from the ground and producing mineral concentrate for export to 
foreign markets. But there's also a good deal of secondary processing 
within our province-in fact, many thousands of people are now 
employed in this "other side" of B.C's mining industry. 
A major centre for secondary mineral processing is located in the City of 
Trail. Here, at the giant Cominco operation, mineral concentrate from many, 
sources is converted into lead, zinc and other finished metals...while a 
by-product of metal production is used to produce chemical fertilizers. 
An important source of concentrate for Trail is the Sullivan Mine at 
Kimberley...but concentrate is also received from over 20 other B.C. mines, 
from Pine Point Jn the Northwest Territories and from other world sources, 
This Canadian-owned operation provides direct employment for nearly 
4,000 people, and indirectly supports many thousands of others. 
B.C. is also an important producer of aluminum. The Alcan smelter at 
Kitimat has a capacity of 300,000 tons of finished aluminum yearly, for sale 
both within Canada and abroad, More than 2,500 people are employed 
at this operation.. ,and, as with the Trail plant, thousands more depend 
on activity at Alcan for their livelihood, 
The plants of Cominco at Trail and Alcan at Kitimat are major centres 
for secondary mineral processing-but here are also other such operations 
within British Columbia. At Afton near Kamloops, for example, B.C's 
first modern copper smelter began operating during 1977. 
The export of mineral concentrate to foreign nations will continue to be 
an important part of B.C:s mining activity. But secondary processing will 
play an increasingly prominent role in years to come. It's all part of the 
process of development which makes mining a vital economic force 
in British Columbia. 
MINING 
"B.C's second largest industry" 
The Mining Association of Brit;sh Columbia 
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All Seasons, Skeena Hotel 
are the basketball winners 
All Seasons staged a for a narrow 77-76 victory. Hotelattackwlthawhopping at Skeena Jr. Secondary 
second half comeback to Dale Prest led the way for 54 points, while Willie School begining at 8 p.m., 
squeeze by Ev's Clippers 77- the Clippers with 24 points, Chemko scored 38 points in a when All Season 
76 in the opening game of while Mike Ireland had 34 losing cause for Kluss & Sporting Goods will take on 
Terrace Men's basketball points for All Seasons. Sons. Kluss & Sons in the opener, 
action Thursday night, while Skeana Hotel started fast The next scheduled action and Ev's Clippers will go 
in the nightcap, Skeena in the second game, and at in the Terrace Men's against Skesna Hotel in the 
Hotel's 34 point third quarter the end of the first quarter Basketball League is tonight nightcap game. 
outburst carried them to a held a 22.1S advantage over 
10&98 victory over Kluss & Klass & Sons. Klms & Sons 
Sons. outplayed the Skeena Hotel 
squad in the second quarter, TERMINAL All Seasons got off to a though, and at halfUme the 
good startin the opener, and score was knotted at 47 
heldan 18-14 lead at quarter points apiece. Skeena Hotel EXPRESS 
time. The two teams played regained their form in the 
fairly even ball in the second third quarter, however, ran 
quarter, and ADSeasons had away with the game, and d~AAM~ Am~tAAI  
a 42-40 advantage at half held a. almost un- toeo-aeeu# 
time. Ev's eame on strong in surmountable 81-69 lead at 
the third quarter, however, three.quarter time. They 
and overtook An Seasous to heldon inthe fom'thquarter, Parcel Pickup i Delivery 
hold a 67-61 advantage going and at the final buzzer, the 
intothe finalsession. Despite scoreboard read Skeena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a valiant effort by the AU Hotel 100, Klttss & Sore 98. 
Seasoos squad, Ev's held on Jon Gurban led the Skecna Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs -- Re¢liners ~ End Tables-- 
Cruz named qt4,k.~ PortableT.V. ~1~ Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box.Springs 
top BJ rookie MASTERBEDROOMDRESSERSORCHEST, 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
TORONTO (CP) -- Victor In 32 relief appearances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cruz, who rose from relative covering 47 1-3 in/flllgS, Cruz District of  Terrace -.--xt'~nl~' 
obscuri~ midway through posted a 7-3 record with nine 
the 1978 baseball season to saves and a 1.71 earned-ran 
become one of the American average : 
League's top relief pitchers, 
:i:i:•.?:.::.:•:•:•:•:•:••;:.••••••:•:••.:;•.:•••:;•:.;::..-•::;..:``..:;..;..:;:;:::•:•:•:•:;::.•:•.:::..•.•.•:::•.:..;.•..•..•.:.•..:...:•.•:•:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:;:•:•:.••:.:;:•••:•.•••:•.• ?':'::!i!i has been chosen Toronto 
Blue Jays' rookie of the year i:i: E ":i 
in a poll conducted by the :!: ' t 4~'~" ~ !i! 
Toronto chapter of the ii I Bus!neos i~ 
Baseball Writers' Asseci* 
ation of America, iili f /7  / "~ Not listed in our ": Cruz, a hard-throwing 
righthander whose ! i~  B 0 Tel I)ireetory corkscrew pitching motion is 
reminiscent of veteran Luis e e ii 
Tiant, edged centre fielder 
Rick Bosetti by one point in i i i ,~l l~ , ~ AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL. 63S-2040 
the annual balloting. 
The20-year-old native of i!i ~te ~ ~  DIAL.AN-ORDER 632-3663 
the Dominican Republic 
votesreCeivedfivefirst'place !and four s con s in the We're *" ' "  VETERINARY CENTRE 63S-3300 
balloting conducted on a 3-2-1 eLI'S PLACE - 798-2231 
points basis for first-, 
second-andselections. Bosettithird'plaCewas th  : L/~ted PETS BEAUTIFUL. 63S.92S', 
first pick on four ballots and 
second on five others, fi ! ~ 
Cruz was acquired tast De- Here  ! Fr.e- ,or ONE mo.th courte~, o' THE iiil 
cember, along with pitcher I DALLY HERALD .... 
Tom Underwood, in a trade 
which sent pitcher Pete If you wish your Business Phone ~l~g ~O~gl~ iiill 
Vuckovich and outfielder 
John Scott to St. Louis listed for your customers please call ~[~OOa~[~O0[  iii:: 
Cardinals of the National 
League. 
FRIDAY . . . .  7 p.m. to ? 
e$O ~estt~est T~aeS 
t4~ wooe eat.tilts STOaeS 
~,=-" P8 -SStS ANTIQUES 5 ¥?t'lSt~f$ 
T DISTRESS MERI)HANDISE 
DOME AND JOIN THE EXOITEMENT FRIDAY AT 7 p.m. 
YOU MAY OONSIGN YOUR GOODS FOR AUOTION 
OR VIEW MEROHANDISE ON HAND 
EVERY DAY 9:00 a,m. to 6:00 p.m, 
FRIDAYS 9 p.mo to 2:00 p.m. 
OONVERT NO LONGER WANTED ITEMS TO OASH 
Terrace Auction art 
635-3936 
3233 APSLEY ST. TERRAOE 
ABOVE FREDS FURNITURE 
4434 Lakehe Avenue 
636-3936 
Meet the 
"Recycler of Unwants" 
)t(ORDER i t&  like ~t*  
t r~  
. . . .  :'-~Z . . . . . .  
twess t~tt IL~ ,ore LEON. N H._..9~. § 
utl t i le  ~ COrriplt ~, ~¢llM . . . . . . . . . . .  
"*" ' - " ,  - ' "  *'¢~*"° LEE! BA~AIH Prafl't AAMtrttt W4rtV~o~t, 1117~ 
NaN.  Noct~r~.  349 l i l t .  )~lk$ ~ro~u~t~ lit ALSO Nat, 
I ~ " " ' ' ' "  mm~___. --~ 
~C H tO¢~l C011 div4~ter, it~f,t plt~ in blot'S [q ~n~ 
l lHve  ~ wmber where you ~ iwMer will 4ufom4t~cilly _ I lheee. ~tmo~t ~w, c~t  ~, , I  .... I~, . .  mm~.  TI~JHqlRAM£F 
PIANO, AQu4ftum. 
f i l e ts  • 
• ' I~E  CROSS. 
r ~MS-3t 57 
ALE Wt~ Frt 104 O~'  
• mtlc lurntture 
D0'Ji Ce~I"'~S V h Or Ceb 
~tot b nk I~BtIS. ~tR • 
,r &relic ]pl 34rod 
; ' t ! t  S~r m4rl 
*Slate Pool 
NewGufl Sehd 9 | 
A~%41~ ~lOlq C 
SEf=g!q, I . ,.a~o Qo~t P c. 
W toora¢k 
/1~ INt  ¢w 
THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMHS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy an3:more just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contaet the °'Recyeler of Unwants," the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. Yo,  will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 
READ FOR PROFIT eLSE FOR RESULTS 
OALL 63§-6367 
Terraee/Kitimat 
DALLY HERALD 
/ 
Well, some People just don't believe what they read 
IN STRIKE.BOUND SUDBUR Y 
Workers find Christmas spirit 
SUDBURY,  Ont. (CP) -  contributeSZcachaweekfor selling turkeys at cost, 
Operation Turkey is what a the next 10 weeks. Hoffman said. 
group of Sudbury workers Manfred Hoffman, the About 11,700 Inca em- 
are calllag their campaign to union official who started the ployees, members of Local 
provide at least 1,000 campaign, said Monday 6500, United Steelworkers, 
Christmas turkeys to many members already went on strike Sept. 15. The 
families of striking Inca Ltd. have increased their weekly retail workers' union 
employees. ~ contribution to $5. already has aided the strik- 
Officials of the retal! ing workers by donating 
.The 1,100. members of,..workersZ~,.unl~:wlll try to~.ll,500.to.their strike fund . .  
Local 579, Retall,~Wliol~afe" ' i~ua/ l '~ l i~a i~e~ atid"::~ The~rQti~ll workers' union 
and Department Store supermarket managers to represents employees at 
Union, are being asked to .assist the campaign by large grocery chains, food 
wholesalers and hotels, 
where some workers have 
been laid off or placed on 
reduced hours because Of the 
Into strike. 
~eith Lovely, a 
steelworkers' official, told 
the retail workers that 
Dave Patterson, Local 6500 '/ 
president, said the Ontario 
government should pressure 
Inca into making what he 
called a decent contract 
offer. 
"I figure Inco.would offer 
something but i don't know if 
the company will do 
support fliom other unions ... anything before Christmas 
and the rest Of" the cam- unless the governmenf 
munity is important for the 
success of the strike. 
Strikes are inevitable 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  struction industry with the industry co-ordinator. 
Labor Minister Allan appointment of Claude Haywoed is attempting to 
Williams ays the number of Haywood as construction predict labor needs in the 
THIS SHIP 
PREFERS POR T 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  The Gene Haft said the problem 
icebreaker Polar Star was a motor bearing 
hobbled back to port today failure. 
The Polar Star and its 
identical twin~ Polar Sea, 
are two largest icebreakers 
in the world, the Coast 
Guard says, but the ships 
,have had rough sailing. 
Neither has left Puget 
Sound without some 
problem forcing it back for 
repairs. 
Repair is expected to 
take one week, Hoff said. 
on another minadverture, 
the likes of which has kept 
the giant ship at dock more 
than at sea. 
The $53 million, 399-foot 
ship, racked by problems 
since its .;christening in 
January, 1976, turned 
around two hours after 
finally leaving here on a 
mission to the Antarctic. 
Coast Guard spokesman 
industry in the next three 
years, Williams said, in an 
effort to level off the peaks 
and valleys in construction 
activity that create 
disruptions in the industry. 
Williams also said he is 
considering reactivating the 
construction industry ad- 
visory council, which has 
been dormant since 1975. Its 
areas of concern would in- 
clude manpowe 
requirements, safty, and 
traning.f 
He praised both the CLRA 
and the unions for 
negotiating a contract last 
summer without any strikes, 
which he said is "testimony 
to the high level of cam- 
potence of labor relations 
people." 
" would like to see other 
industries follow this 
example," he added. 
TERRA CE 
Rotary Radio, T. V. 
AUOT,O, 
December 2 
Speed Queen Laundry- Coveralls 
Skoglund Logging- Boy's Bicycle - 
Chop Suey Garden. Dinner for 5- 
Hales Cabinet- Pre-hung interior door. 
Ed's Painting. 5Gala Lattx paint- 
Peerless Pipe- 1 Circular saw - 
Skeeua Auto Metal- Credit Note. 
WATCH for the complete listing 
PUBLISHED IN THE 
TerracelKitimat Daily Herald 
days lost through labor 
disputes in British Columbia 
have increased this year be. 
cause federal anti-inflation 
board regulations have been 
lifted. 
Williams told the' annual 
general meeting of Con- 
struction Labor Relations 
Association (CLRA) on 
Friday that about 400,000 
man.days will be lest this 
year, compared with only 
138,000 man-days in 1977. 
The 1978 estimate isvastly 
lower than in 1976, he said, 
when Canada had the second 
worst strike record in the 
western world and B.C. 
contributed strongly to that 
total. 
Williams said the 
government in 1976 had to 
intervene on 10 to 12 oc- 
casiuns, while this has been 
necessary only once this 
year. 
He said joint initiatives be. 
tween unions, management' 
and government must take 
place in all areas involving 
labor. 
"People working in 
isolationhas resulted partly 
in the problems we are 
having today," he said, 
citing the example of mil- 
lions being spent to train 
people who are then forced to 
move away because of a 
sluggish economy. 
Williams aid his ministry 
is taking steps to remedy 
s~h problems in the con. 
Bernstein 
honored 
VIENNA (AP) -- Con- 
ductor Leonard Bernstein, 
who has some of Austria's 
highest honors for his 
musical affiliation with that 
country, got a new one 
during the weekend. 
• Ber~tein became a citizen 
of honor of the Vienna 
suburb of Grinzing, a land- 
mark of sorts of the Blue 
Danube capital. 
Film director Franz Antei, 
who has a top function in a 
Committee of Friends of 
Grinzing, handed Bernsteln 
a document on the honorary 
citizenship and commented: 
"I do not know anybody 
who has done more for music 
than the maestro," 
NOVEMBER 28 
$25.00 
~;8.95 
$2s.so 
$54.oo 
~5.oo 
$85.00 
$1oo.oo 
I I  
makes it." 
Patterson said he will ask 
delegates at the annual 
Ontario Federation of Labor 
convention in Toronto this 
week to press the provincial 
government on the matter. 
• The steelworkers are 
seeking a long-term 
agreement with major 
improvements in wages, 
pensions and a sup- 
plementary benefit fend. 
There has been no in- 
dication from company or 
union officials that 
negotiations might resume. 
Inca has said its stockpile 
of ore is sufficient to last 
between seven and 12 
months, depending on the 
market. 
This 
is the 
worst 
Canada is in the 
worst financial mess in its 
history, says former 
Progressive Conservative 
prime minister John 
Diefenbaker. 
Diefenhaker, MP for 
Prince Albert, was here 
Sunday to speak to Royal 
Canadian Legion members 
and attend Remembrance 
Day services. 
"The deficit this year is 
th~ result of the wildest 
spending this country has 
ever seen," Diefenbaker 
said, referring to the federal 
budget be brought down 
Thursday. 
Diefenhaker also 
predicted the Liberal 
government will he defeated 
in the next federal general 
election. 
Salmonid 
Enhancement 
Update '78 
Two years ago, members of the Salmonid Enhan- 
cement Program of the Federal Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans, visited your community to hear 
your concerns and your opinions on the proposed 
Federal.Provincial S lmonid Enhancement Program. 
In response to your request that they return to report 
on the hearings of '76, the Salmonid Enhancement 
team is coming back to outline to you what it has, and 
has not, done regarding your concerns. We also want 
~more input. What do you want Salmonid Enhancement 
to do now? How? When? Where? Why? 
R"escheduled January II, 1979. 
Government of Canada 
Fisheries and Oceans (Pacific Region) 
Salmonid Enhancement Program 
Dial Toll Free (8OO) 663-34.44. 
Up-to-the-minute snow reports, all kinds 
of ski package information, or reservations. 
Whatever you want to know, just ask. 
• Then ski out of this world. 
In super, natural British Columbia. 
~ TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA liON. CRACE McCAR1-HY, MINISTER. 
9istriet of Terraae 
NOTICE OF COURT REVISION 
(per Seotion 419 (2) Municipal Aot) 
Assessment for the 1979 Water/Sewer Frontage Roll. 
The first meeting of the 1978 Local Court of 
i~e~isio'n will be held at: 7.~30 p.m. Tuesday, 
the 28th day of November, 1978, in the Council 
Chambers at the District of Terrace Municipal 
Building. A complaint shall not be heard by the 
Court of Revision unless written notice of the 
complaint has been made to the office of the 
Treasurer, 3215 Eby St., Terrace, B.C. at least 
48 hours prior to the first sitting of the Court of 
Revision. 
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NEW YORK (AP) -- A 
traditional but private 
Chinese service will be held 
for the two slaters who 
jumped six floors to their 
death last week because they 
were reported to have been 
forbidden to see their boy- 
friends, an official at the 
Wah Wing Sang funeral 
home said Monday. 
He said the bodies of Betty 
Hwang, 16, and her sister, 
Jean, 13, have been' 
cremated. 
Neighbors of the girls on 
Manhattan's East Side were 
mostly silent in the af- 
termath of the deaths. 
One, who ask~l for not to 
be identified, said she had 
not seen any members o(the 
Hwang family lately. "I 
don't blame them if they're 
hiding," she said. "Such a 
tragedy. They were ~ such 
e~eerful ghris.? 
Anthony Elias, who lives 
downstairs from the family, 
said he spoke with the girls 
an hour before they com- 
mitted suicide. 
He said the younger sister, 
Jean, looked frightened. "I 
know she didn't want to 
jump." 
An eXpert  
ta lks  about .  
k -  . 
Many superstitions arei 
linked to gems. In medie-[ 
val times people believed[ 
that 'gems had magical[ 
powers - jade was thought[ 
to cure pains in the sidel 
and opals were supposed to 
be unlucky. It was from 
these beliefs that he use of 
birthstones came. 
i These are the months 
and their birthstones. 
Juuary - Garnet 
February •Amethyst 
March - Aqumarine and 
bloodstone 
i 
Apri] - Diamond 
May. Emerald 
June- Pearl, moonstone or 
alexandrite 
July - Ruby 
August - Peridot or sardo- 
nyx 
Iseptember- Sapphire 
I O linc~t~eee r " Opal °r tourma- 
INovember • Topaz 
IDecember - Turquoise or 
zh'¢on 
We are experts in the 
care and selection of gems. 
See us for all your needsl 
JEWELLERS LTD. 
632-2171 
216 City Centre 
Kitimat 
i 
P,~ces Effective 'till Sat. Nov. 18fll, • While Quantities Last 
........ wA,=.p .ooF  
O . .A .L .  S , .O .O ,  S , . .O ,  .= . 'S  i iIV I 
WARM SNOWMOBILE  BOOTS SLUSHMOULD BOOTS LEATHER BUSH BOOTS I ,,..,,,, . . . . , ,  I r l3k  II li,,ll NI Bl' l l~ Attention Winter sport enthusiasts! Boots feature 'This boot Is s Oread weapon egslnM the slushy, co W TheaeboolosremsdeforwslklnqllYourfnetwlll| I 
love the Wmln removsable Felt liner. Brown [ i beavydutyzlpper&sdJustcblelnstepstrep. Remove- westher'ehesd. Polyester pile lined with rose salt Leather top & Rubber bottom, i i 
sble Felt liner for extra warmth. Navy Nylon top with resistant Brown Vinyl top. 
Black Rubber bottom, l ,,,,,.s .,,. -,, n 
BOYS '  ' MEN'S  YOUTHS'  NaYs '  MEN'S  = 1,.,,, Is,! I.,,| a 
- i  r6"lf6. '13   
" i ' r5  ' * ' "16  ,. ,u l  xut Kmn iO  ~#ann ~ k  347380 
Pair Pair Pair Pair P~Sr~c'lai 
( 1 [ ' 
LADIES '  
FASHION 
BOOTS 
Polyester pile lined 
w i th  V iny l  top. 
Stylish wedge heel 
& side zipper. Black 
or Antique Brown. 
K marl Special Pdce 
CHILDREN-~ - -  COMFY 
SNOWMOBILE  BOOTS 
WITH FL INTSTONES 
FLASHING DECALS 
Waderproof [tu.bbo.r bottom with 
Nylon top. Polyester pile lined. 
Brown or Blue colours. 
x.,er,~,.=s,p,,~. Pair 
SPORTY 
LEATHER 
BOOTS 
Polyester plle lln~l 
8" Leather boots 
with pnddedtopllna. 
Sporty sole. Tan 
colour. 
K marl Sp.ecial Pdce 
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Mark Off Energy Dollars with 
Home Appliance Check List 
Starting a seasonal home- 
maintenance program this 
fall can keep the house in 
tip-top shape for year-round 
family comfort and offer a 
solution for high energy bills 
that can result from drafty 
windows, leaky faucets, or 
worn weather stripping. 
Consumers can also help 
"put the freeze" on rising 
utility costs by checking 
household major appliances 
to insure that refrigerators, 
washers and dryers, dish- 
washers, ranges and water 
boils faster in a covered pot, 
amounting to as much as a 
20 percent savings. Periodi- 
cally check your gas range 
for a blue flame, indicating 
it's operating at peak effi- 
ciency. If the flame is yel- 
low, call a repairman. 
• Wash full laundry loads 
and choose the correct 
water-level setting to avoid 
using more water than need- 
ed. The new line of Speed 
Queen washers all feature 
low total-water-consump- 
ti0n to help save energy pen- 
nies per washload. 
• Dry clothcs in consecu- 
tive loads while dryer is still 
warm. Clean lint filters after 
each use and check outside 
vents twice a year. 
• Check the refrigerator 
door seal for tightness to in- 
sure warm air does not leak 
in or cold air escape. Place a 
dollar bill between seal and 
cabinet and if it is easily re- 
moved, call a service re- 
pairman. Clean refrigerator 
coils once a month, as dust 
reduces efficiency. 
• Clean the dishwasher 
filter screen over the drain 
once a week. Don't over- 
load the dishwasher and i f  
cycle and let dishes air.dry. 
Remember to take ad- 
vantage of energy-saving op- 
portunities like adapting to 
a winter schedule that uses 
electricity and hot water 
during off-peak hours to 
help wage the battle to con- 
possible, shut off the drying serve energy, t 
•OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0~ 
. o .  
g 632-4721 o 
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
IN TERRACE AREA 
heaters are all operating at 
peak.efficiency levels. Look 
for ~ energy-saving fca'turcs 
on appliances, too. For ex- 
ample, the cold-water inse 
found on the' newest wash- 
ers conserves energy be- 
cause there's less hot water 
to heat. 
To help kilowatt-con- 
scious consumers ave dur- 
ing the high.energy-con- 
sumpt ion  season ,  the 
makers of Speed Queen 
home laundry appliances of- 
for these household tips to 
"cheek and conserve". 
• Outside the House: 
• Inspect weather strip- 
ping and cautkiiag around 
windows and doors for 
loosening or cracking.  
Weather stripping should fit 
firmly for maximum pro- 
tection against wind and ele- 
ments. 
• Check insulation wher- 
ever i)ossible, especially in 
unfinished spaces such as 
basements or attics. Make 
sure it is thick enough and in 
good condition, ~nd check 
for dampness] ~ ,l~; , ' ,~[  .: ". ,  ~,'. ' 
• Clean and repair storm 
windows. Prior to installa- 
tion, take down screens and 
remove summer's awnings 
to allow as much light as 
possible into the homo to 
help ease heating bills• 
• Drain outside faucets to 
prevent water pipes from 
freezing. Check caulking 
where the faucet pipe meets 
the frame of the house. 
On the Inside: 
• Vacuum ducts and grill' 
areas on forced-air heating 
systems, Change filters and 
check pilot light on gas-fired 
systems. 
~ Well established family business on Hwy. 16 
W. Motel with 8 furnished etached cabins 
• and 6 monthly trailer sites. Main house with 
gAVE II[RRY • 4 bdrm. living accommodation, office and 
. . . . ,  ~2.4426. 5 large laundry room, Hook-ups for overnight 
g OFFICIAL BLOCK OROS.ArdIOClATE DEALERS • campers. Low vacancy rate. I acre land. 
KiTIMAT • 
: J-35 Vista Village g 
g 5 Bedroom, 2 bathroom _0 • • 
g Apartment for rent• • 
: 86 Swannell Street . g 
Snowbird lots selling fast • 
Village 0 Vista G-9 
• 30 Gander -'$30,000 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• 3% Acres on LakelseLake : 
l g 190 Konigus .St. 
(new eonst~uctmnj g 
g G4-Vista'Village • 
O (excellent condition) 
A home that has everything~ 3 bedrooms up and.3 • Why not call us today 
. . . .  , • 
downstairs, 2t/z baths, 2 fireplaces, separafe dining room, for your free apprmsel • 
plus many more extras. Including a wired kmrkshop in '? ~ 10 rental homes and water system with 44 [ 
• ~baok ,f property~ ~!tu~t.e.d~,n large tot o!ole to.:soboote" ' • lieu#as Channel ' erforms" ! "  .~ l'WO Offer  Sorvlooa in " ~ ~ustomer~. Revenue approx. $2300.00 per f ' r '  
' '  ~ "~ :~ '  ' l ~ ~ ] ' '  ' " :" : : ' l "[~'l'd~'/' i l~' ~' "~ "~'; : ""' : ~ :" ' * ~' l '  "J q '  ~ ' ' ' ' i l; l ~ : " q ) l }' ' om • l { ~ l "1 l toO.  $23 ,000 .00  down and  exce l lent  te rms on " '~ 
add shopping. A very  exce l lent  and  a t t raot lve  home,  0 e • APPRAISALS-HOPERIT I l l l l l i l l i l  • stoves,remainder'FurtherAllinformatJonUnits haVeavailablefridges froma d ,I ' q ~ 
and see .Ul at Park Avenue Really Lid, for more • LOT SALES - DEVELOPiiiERT • ~ broker. ~ 
information, g OANAOAWiDE REFERRAL SERVIOE 
~mamlll~mml[]lnllllnmmlmnll[]mnm• ' • 0 ' l lORT1lllS i RENTALS .• : '  • 
l l l l lmm=' - -  ~ ~ 0_ We re Number 3~ we try harder 
=r'-WwlIIHTNAN & SNITH i " - ' - ' - - ' - - " - ' - - - '  
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 63 
• Insulate hot-water pipes 
topreventheatloss, and low-  ~at and hot water. Large sundeek off patio d~r. i 4ale PARK AVENGE, TEHAOE, 0.O. VS6 IVS 
Owner transferred and anxious to sell. Priced at 
er water heater temperature $54,000. : ,~lli. ~ -,,.~, ~w~.~'~ 
to 140 degrees. • ~ ~ i i ,~ ~":~' 
38'~0 PINE AVE 
• Clean chimney flue and Looking for a cozy home? This well eared for : v ~ ~ ~ ~ ,. 
fireplace and be sure the 
damper is tightly closed, trailer offers that. Three bedroonm. Wood heater • r ,  :, : : ~ ,  : : 
in large addition. Large workshop with root 1 : "~"~:~'~;":: 
• To maximize oven cffi- cellar.Fully feneediot. Gardenarea wlthcherry m Only by viewing tk__~ home ._~',_~ . ,~ ,~ ,6~:~/~J ' |  
cienc , don't open the oven trees. Asking price of $29,000. • can one appreciate ita --- : - - - 
Y . . ,, ' JUSt rngm nor olg lamlll door when baking - -  there's [] • features. Large master L~rge family home with 3 Modern 3 bedroom home . . . . . . . . . . .  
a 20 percent heat loss when w l l~m~i~i~i~ l t~ 3933 MOUNTAINVIEW I bedroom, two additlenM bedrooms up, a down. '~ t 150 sq. ft,, . fireplaces, z . . . . .  ,e . . . . . .  tah . . . .  n" bedrooms and an eoutliiv fireplaces and fully situated on a large lot in ~.:,'~'"."~'.,~".':~',~",~'t 
pecking, Avoid lining the • L  I f - - -  Owner is transferred and anxious to sell rids i larRe family room-~eon~ finished basement plus Uplands area, A'skinng '.', ', '~°,""')'"'".': . . . .: ' " '  _ _ " " . • uo minutes ortve Iroi 
oven with aluminum fo i l -  • l ~ r , - - ~  charming property. Two bedrooms up, one N ,.Ument the line home many other excellent $49,500. For further m- . . . '. . . . .  
Located en 75 x ZOO It features. Sapertm. work. formation call Ilorst m' ' . .. " _ .  stagger and scatter pans so ~ l l l l ~ ~  down, Finished ree. room with Franklin • t~ . . . . . . .  " " t . . . . .  'toWnpropertySenoolnusat trent t u r n s  3 nearoom 
i p l ~ l l ~ ~  fireplace. Drilled well. Treed. fenced lot. Asking mm fenced let and emm_~___ to el- mzmsmp, . . . . . . .  mrge treeOrl iO.ed Curlstel. up anti" ;~" hewn. . . . . .  Can ztorl 
that they're not in line with 1 8 ~ ~ ~ j  price $39,.r¢30, -" fern. Call Kelly or Murlel e oov_~te_ns teen tieR. v !c or t'hristel 
oach other .... ho, h cot oven ; real "tats n , , , .  : : , ;  , 
effich:ncy :...,(, reduce heat Ill • 
circulation. I IN TOWN l ' t '  " ' t' ~ , ,, ..,,.,. 
[] We. kept three bedroom bungalow with fireplace and sundeck, modem i I~  L : ,~tM ~,dllBll - - - ' ,  " ~ 
Use fla_t-bottomcd ook. • kitchen and fenced yard. Close to schools and on paved street. Asking only • 
ware shots an,chad ,otho : .0 ,00o  • , . . . . . .  m ' ' appropriate-size burner, and [] WOODLAND..O"TS ; Iff;,-'lI   ~ ' l 
m 8x40 addition. Three bedrooms wtm wan to wan, sunoeea nn separate • ~ 2 , ,. • : 
. ,~____~ _ - m storage building. Listing price of $28,000 includes all furniture xcept 'IV, a 
Gilding the Apple Pie . . .  m stereo and stand. Exel. 989. m t)ver t IOO sq. It., 2 bedroom 
To make your favorite ap- i KIRBY ROAD' . ~ I l l  you are looking for a t',tll st o~r ~flee Ied Re home. F!xtra bedroom. . . 
pie pie even more scrump-i [] Niceiytreediotwithsmallereekprovidesapicture~ue, private setting or . - . . . .  I'" located or  R -a l l~-d  fllt-eMe oath ann ree room ,n eomptex on ~ucle Ave 
1.7.' ,~ - .  ,. , ; ; , ;=  ~ted  In quiet bazement. ~me f|nishing lave in one .nit and derlv tious, whir up a thin, white • [ 1~x68 Safeway Manor with 12x9.4 addition plus s undeek: .Fenced front 1,,,~th viewine filtrated on ~,ttine on n,~ thru road in needs to be done. I,ocated revenue from other three 
frosting from confection- I lawn, toolshedandeedarpienictable.Largewoodnenteranuelecmcrange [] I-'7_'", .. . .  I~with-m'dou U-'l~n4s area ;,ar'e me on I)avls '~venue .~,sking ('entrallocationmakesthl 
[] included in ~4,000 price Exel 903, [] a goou entre s w • s ' , ' " 
ors' su~:ar and egg white, [] N ' ' • Iorea and storage shed. lucre yard provtdt~ good 15'~,0oo. (a, l  llor~t or property' an attrlcti~ 
[] Two bedroom residence with 936 square feet of living space plus full height [] |Murkel has the detalh, prden area. ('hrlstel. residence for tenants. br~l~bing crust of pie as soon IN TOW 
as i, :: done, then let cool, [] unfinished basement with large.wjn.d.ows)s nearing eompletion. Vew well ~ m . . . . . . . . . .  "Ill 
You didnt think anythin, [] ennstruetedon]argeT(.~x190ft.lot.P, sKmgT ~la,54J~.J~XCl.--. [] I . . . .  Ideal 3. bedroom family I ~ ' r h r e e  bedrooms, high 
couid it~tprove on apple pie, [] DOWNTOWN BUSINESS - • [] • [~P~:Z '~ ~* ~ '~ home, t'lOSe 14) sehoob on i school aria Ilvin room 
[] Flrst rate Slliger franchise and fabric store located in prime location, leased [] I ~ ~ = ~ ~  large treed lot A.~klng I ~ i i r e p l a c e  and galley kit- 
but this will! [] premises. Excellent return on inve.~tment shown and good growth. Asking [] 
Deenrating Tip for the ~ just $20,000 pills stock at cost. Thero is still time to buy BEFORE Christ- ~- ll :~,~I~', .ILP :I ~ ~:~ J| Chrlstel$57'0°0" Callfor morell°rst In.°r II ~ K e l l y c h e n "  Asking $59,500. ('all 
Kitchen: l i  m~l MZ~ so~s. i I . ...... ~:.~ ' ,~ :~ formation. I l l  ' " 
Don't hide all those at- [] ' • , ~ , [] l ':-•=~-:~'-~": . . . . . . . . . . .  : ~ l ~: ~ I I ~ I 
tractive pots and pans or i~ A.E. Le Page Ltrnited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Serviee .[] i AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
chopping blocks, advise dec- [] l Helen Ollbertson [] 
[] . 635.3609 [] orators.., keepthem inlull S L ~ '  ~ ~m L '~ i~ L a   ,an ~a~e~ ,_ 
view, where they'll be easy i n n I n #  on : I NORST GOOtlliSll - 136-63|1  KELLY SQUIRES - 635-.616 
to get at, add interest to m v ~ -  v a t  v - -  HgMI I I~  s Harry Smith • i MUIIlEL HELLE I 036-2 |44  OHRIsTEL GODLIHSKI 635-6397 
your kitchen! • " ' - ' " "  '35 ' ° "  " I 4001111 JEPNSON - O3| -16S3 ZENA FRANCIS 635-3913 
The humble hot dog had • Jim Duffy • 
classic beginnings, Thesau- [] 4611 LAKELSE AVE. ,,,,,o. [] I FRANK SKIDMORE - 635-5691 • Bob Rlpmeester [] 
sage was a favorite food of : ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L.iSTINGS, 635.2832 : 
the Greeks, according to ~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMI 
f ily. 
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, Parlioipiinto Ned De 18 To•ire I liver 
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TerraeelKItim•t 
hi l l  Her•Rid 
1111 lelnms It. 
Terrace,. I.O. 
/ 
/ 
I • 
l i  It I l l  NltNlRl FOR EXPERT SERVIOE 
IN I l i a  IN OAR OR TRIJOi[ 
. All tecbnlclam' GM factory trained. Com- 
plete body shop on premises. Wheel align. 
meet rack, all umkm & models liSht duty 
vMllclm. 17 Service ~mvs. Eleetronle tune up 
.& ilPdtlon SCOl<~ .. ~ day or 4,000 mile 
warranty on all GM parts & labour. Trained 
and eq ld i~d t)  em ~ce  28 & 28 diesels .  
Contmuam cm-goin8 fa_.~ory traINn8 clinics. 
Ken He,dry holds GM teclmicians guild 
Come in and  check  the  
low cost  o f  Secur ing  
Your  Home.  
4636 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.O. 635.3863 
WALLY IZ~BURZ 
I 
.+ '  
, 
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..... M'EET THE MEROHANT OONTEST 
OOM| ON DOWN AND 
SEE THE "NEW" 
SKI EQUIPMENT BY 
K-2, Nordioa & 
Salomon 
BOB ] 
ALL ,SEASOHS SPORTING 
GOODS 
4642 takolse 
Did You Know There Are 
,Phone il=~i.2Oll3 
Many Benefits 
JAN MclNNON 
To Co-op Membership. 
TERRAOE-KITIMAT 
Daily Herald 
in 
lS 
Pleased 
to' ~ 
DAVE ilAMILTON 
Present 
BANQUETS 
PRIVATE 
PARTIES 
WEDDING 
RECEPTIONS 
t , I 
' CROP-iN AND AS K US ABOUT THEM I su=. Xa,um .u . , -  
' ~ " 1 Terraoe ' I I  " . . . . .  . . . • • . . . . .  ' ,  , ,  .GARRY KAMMERER i 
,I I, ii, , 
3300 l~alum Street, ?errace, |.C. 635-3616 
. - , :  ~,', ,, , 
, : : . .  
¢: : ' ;  • . , 
,h,  
: , '  ~?!:L 
! ' • '~ ..  
for 
Excellent 
Dining 
' w~ 
e I 
1 
? 
: 
4~ 
TOTEM FURNITURE 
.., 
':i , : .  o? .... 
I Would Like You To Meet 
f ,  
;! 
DICK SHARPLES 
li 4664 LAKELSE AVENUE ~ 
! 638-1158 
L 
LY VOGL 
J 
~mm . . . .  
t 
• i ]  i . . . . . . . . . . .  
TOTEM TV CENTRE 
introduces 
l 
LAKELSE AVENUE 
636-3144 
635-5810 
JACK RADELET ' 
i 
CO-OPERATIVE INSURANOE 
4617 Greig Avenue 
Im-mzl 
Open Late Friday Open Daily 9-6 9-9 -Saturday 9-6 
IS 
YOUR 
FAMILY 
,;!y' : 
' ..- 
. [  
J f '  
1 
i ¸I~:I¸ ~:~:I:~ 
,q 
CARE OF :i:ii 
co-operator 
Imiranee That Is Truly Yours 
I I • • g " 
: , • . , . ; .  
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MEET THE MER+CHilIHT ¢9NT+EST 
,,.OnKNOOK,, + !~ ,,,,+_ I FURNITURE wounaukeYou uuu ! , ~ , +~ 
"+"+'"'+"~+** i i U I ,+  )ri l l!,. i STORES-  . . . . .  To Meet  Brian 
++ +. , ta  I L!IMITED 
o++.+ i i . . . _ . .A le  • I ! 635-4961 +, 
BUY,  +, i i+ l l l :d l - "  i + + . , :+:l~:l t, I 
, , ,0 ,  + ! • 
'+  ++ ...... , I ! I SHOP, -mms ' = ! 
SELL + i i i I + I n I 
USEDBOOKS + + ++"V" ++ ,, I .... i__,+J I 
moons: !!  + i ,, , ,m,,,,  +. I 
Tuesday" to Thursday- ++ + DONNA +,+,+ i: I . Prescription +er,,rices ' I 
• ,o.+ ++ + I i "?::°;'+.:+°++:+ . . . .  . I 
, , r ,+ , -  ,o-+ " + :? : ' :+ : , : : : ° : ' * ;o : : " ' * " "= '  
i 
+ ! ~ t' 
~ ++~+'++r++~ i + " + + i . . . . . . . . .  + - -  i i : + 
• ; ' : 
I' 
i JERR~ McNEIl- 
I ' " + +& $ , ( , , s  ,h, jfi,:ld 
Tobacconist Inc. i 
t 
i 
' . I II i i l l  
TEIt  tAC + 
EQ !IT 
SALES . M 
i 
t 
MARION GILBERTSOH 
f 
i 
i 
t 
Lakelse Ave 
635-6384 
J 
. /  
F00eS , " 
!S PLEASED TO 
I[NTRODUCE YOUTO 
LAKELSE AVE 
~~ 635-5950 
DALE LUFKIN 
+ 
? 
+ 
Ter race  Drugs  
Would Like 
You To Meet 
+635-7274 
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"M IEET THE MERCHANT CONTEST 
s , . , . , ,  , , ,  
• . Olowns vs liens All-Stars, Friday, November 
10 S'00 p.m. at Caledonia 
- Terrace Timbermen vs Fraser Lake, Saturday S:IO, zzz PO~S 
Terrace Arena 
- Terrace Timbermen vs Smithers Totems Sunday, 2.00 p.m., Terrace 
Arena 
- Northwest Zone Jr. A Volleyball Ohampionship, begin Saturday 
10:00 a.m. at Thornhili Jr. Secondary School 
636-9161 
4826 Hwy. 16 W. 
Terrace 
GOR,DON and ANDERSON 
• LIMITED 
• introduces " " " "  
NO6 Lazelle Avenue 636-6676 , , 
MIA PETERSON 
Take Out Orders 
4736 Lakelso Phone.636-|602 
BUILDING MATERIAL 
CARPETS 
.FLOORING. 
No Job too big or too small - ~yF~c,.s' 
home Or mall 
We do it all 
036-1364 
• ALBERT & IhOAFFERV 
t 
636-1364 4806 I l l i l lWiT 10 W. TERRAOE 
I= I'RLY 
/ brazier 
SHARON ELLERMANN 
Super Hamburger 
Brazier Hamburger 
Super Hot Dog 
Barbecue Beef Sandwich 
Sundaes 
DQ Milkshake 
DQ Malts 
Buster Bar 
Banana Split 
Peanut Buster Parfait 
Old Fashioned Soda 
SundaeSupreme 
-FLANNEL SHIRTS (~[  I 
JEANS . ~ l  
FOR WORK I 
~" . RAIN WEAR 
~:~ Drop n To • 
uON'S MEN'S APPARE' 
4621 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE 636-6669 
n 
Terrace Electronic 
Repairs Ltd. 
"Now Open" 
in our  
"New Location" 
JOHI~ BLL~ 
[)rop in and See Us X 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635-4543 
~~~~ UELPt 
® 
I~ /  erJnl~ It T° Terrace U°t°rs e°dY Sb°r TOYOTA 
Complete Body Shop Facilities. FRANK ACKEP~N 
All Makes & Models, Specializing in 
Chrysler & Toyota. High Quality 
Workmanship, Competative Estimates. 
ICBC Claims. Repainting. Window Repairs. 
TERRACE MOTORS BODY SHOP 
3002 KALUII STREET 
636-4837 ORS••• 
KEITH RD. 
TERRACE MOT 
BODY SHOP ~ I~ 
1 
tt 
i 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LT|, 
3207 Kalum 111-11/4 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
i 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
serf ons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUMDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge aS.00 per 
lmerflon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S4.00 Per line per month, 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADI~INE 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
E f fed ive  
October 1, 1977 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publicatloo day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER olbor than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Single Copy 20¢ 
By Clrrler ruth :1.011 i 
By Carrier yelr  34.(10 
By Mall 3 mth ;z,46 
By Mall 6 ruth ~.46 
By Mall year 46.00 
Senior Citlzon year Z0.00 
British Commonwealtlt and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Olstrlet 
Thornhlll & Dlstrld 
Phone 635-6357 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-63O7 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weakly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an.appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
petntment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Frldey from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appolntment 
The Herald reserves the only. 
r!ght to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
appropriate headings and to Classes are held 
set rates therefore end to throughout the year at In- 
determine page location, tervals for expectant 
The Herald reserves the porters. Phone the Health 
right to revise, edit, classify Unit for details and 
or reject any advertisement 
arid to retain any enlwlr l  
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, end to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
.Numbers are requested not 
to send orlginels o~! 
decuments to avoid loss, 
All clelms of errors In 
advertisements must bo 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days sfler the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requostlng space; 
that the Ilablllty~of the. 
ragtstratlon. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need it ~on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE ~;~ 
For 4 year old ch l ld~ 
Held on third Mondey~: 
every month. Devel~- 
mental, vision, hear t~ 
screening done. P lea~' 
phone for appointment. ,..r 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday a t .  
terneen at 1 • 2 p.m. 
V.O. CrlNIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30~.~ 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
Herald In the event of failure 
Service charge ot 50.n0 on i i i  to publish an advertisement 
N.S.F, ¢lttques,:..=_.,~.x;_.~ :-Joe:In:fldL'~1~'~ff.eh~:ei'f6~. 
appearing In the ad. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
suhmltted withln one month. 
$5.C~.~ production charge for 
weddlnp and.or engagement 
DIehardS. News of weddings 
(wr~te.ups) rocelved one 
month or more after event 
$V" ,,; ¢'h~ra? with or 
we, '*  !)ictu,". 'Jbject to 
cond..,~-;,atior:. Paydble In 
advance. 
CLA3S lF ;ED AN.  
NOUNC EMEN'T$: 
BIr'.h~ 5.50 
~;.~,~< ~r. : le 5.50 
M~.. : ~;.~.~ 5.50 
',Dee,'~.~ S.50 
Fune, 61 :, 150 
C~r,' ~. ,")f ~'ba~,t~ ~.50 
/V~,,,~,e, NOllCeS 5,50 
PHONE 635-6357 
.C.lasslf!ed Advertising Dept. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.13111 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Assoclatlonl 
Is holding a pro.Christmas 
Arts and Crafts sale off 
December 1 end 2. All those 
vertlsement os published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion ef the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount peld for 
such advertising. 
Adver tlsemonts must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ed. 
vertlsing that discriminetes 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
Juitlfled by a bona fide 
requlrement for the work 
Involved. 
i ' [  
Deecmber I 
BAKEgALE 
4 p.m. at tbe Co.op. Proceeds 
for the Centmnlll Christian 
School. 
Free introdu~q~j le~um on 
the Transcendenta l  
Meditation TM - Sidhi 
Program. 
Terrace Arena - Senior 
Citizens' Room. 
Tuesday, November t4 - 7:30 
p.m. All welcome. Phone 
63~. (nc) 
Blueba~ Swim Club 
GENERAL 
MEElING 
Wed. Nov, IS 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessmenl and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultenl. 
Christ Church Anglican 
Kittmat, wil l  be holding its 
annual 
SNOWFI,AKE BAZAAR:: 
ON: 
Saturday, Nov. 25 
from 
1:3o p.m.-4 p.m. 
There will be a sewing table, 
tea table, bake table, men's 
gourmet booth, white 
elephant table, plants, 
books, fisb pond for children. 
Come and do your Christmas 
shopping. Everyone is 
welcome. (nc14-241 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enloy flying, 
r i f le range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13-1~ 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith et 63S.S036 or 
.Bev Tase at 63S.7~S 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
,Kltlmet. (nc.10.14) 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad. 
mission $1.00- 4637 Welsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
Anntml 
Bazaar & Tea 
of Branch 73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners will be held 
Saturday, Nov. 18, 1978 
Banquet room at the Terrace 
Arena, 2 - 4 p.m. (nc7.17) 
Annual General Meeting of 
Skeena Golf & Counlry Club 
Society and ElecHon ot of 
ricers will be held a, *he. 
Terrace Hotel on Wed., Nov. 
15 at 8 p.m. This m'eeHng i~ 
vital! It concerns 
ratlficalion vo~e re purchase 
of golf club by members. All 
members and olher in 
lerested cilizens please 
attend. (ncl0 15) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The Terrace Concert 
Association is pleased Io 
announce that the New York 
Harp Ensemble wi l l  be 
' ~placlng the Chltiri Arpi 
Harpisls who were not 
permlfled 1o leave Russia for 
their North American Tour. 
The New York Ensemble are 
lhe only other leering hat. 
plst in the world and we are 
forlunalo to be able ~o hear 
this accomplished group. 
This is a rare opportunity eo 
hear skilled and talented 
musicians perform Scarlatfl, 
Bach, Bartock and Vivaldi in 
a relaxing, pleasant ah 
mosphere. 
The cnncerl will be held in 
the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
on 
NOV. f4 - 8p.m. 
,Tickets $6.00. Available al 
the door or by membership. 
Terrace Little Theatre's first 
production "Vanities" opens 
November 14 and plays Nov. 
f6 to 18 and Nov. 23 . 25, 
starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
$3.00 for Thursdays and $4.00 
for Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estate or at the door. (ncl3. 
17) 
Kalhryn Car nauskas i ,as 
studied in Norlh America 
and Europe with some of lhe 
world's grealesl masters of 
the flute. She is a very 
versatile musician, per. 
forminq regularly with the 
Vancouver Seciely For Early 
Music and heing a founder 
member of I)-;lys, /Wonlhs 
and Years to CnmP.. an en. 
semble specializinq in the 
performance of recenl 
music. 
Davled Humphreys is a 
Brilish born harp(el who has 
recently sallied in Van 
couver. His activities include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New ~,h=sic 
Society and Symphnnie 
Canadians. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. ~S-. 8 p.m. 
T Jcko ls  $6.00 a l  door  O1" by 
membership. 
SKEENACEtJT~ E 
Skeena Cenlre olters ,o *he 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Tt~ornhill area 
the following ~::r v:: ~s: 
. Activity Centre Io~ ~ " 
dlcrafis 
- Day care for working 
people 
. Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
IN MEMORY 
of the late Robert Frank 
BOLTON, age 28. 
We would like to thank all 
those who sent floral 
arrangements and cards of 
sympathy in our time of 
grief. Special thanks to the 
pallbearers, Elmer Wright, 
Arnold Miller, Eli 
Christiansen, Bob Turner, 
Larry Stevens and Msdk 
Point. To all the ladies who 
prepared the supper, and 
thanks to Lt. Strickland of 
the Salvation Army Church 
who officiated at the 
Memorial and Rev. Martin 
of the United Church for the 
burial ceremonies. 
Bob is left to mourn Ms 
wife, Beverley and five 
children, his mother, Mm., 
Selina (BoRon) Sterr, six 
brothers, and 5 sisters. Bob 
is sadly mband by all who 
knew and lovedhlm. (p1-14) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TAN KS PR E.KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
" Ins i s t  on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
63S-SO/6 (eft) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays ~il eight. 
Acrnc.~ from Pet, ' Office. 
3273 Emerson 
Full or part-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan- 638- 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(off) 
Yamaha Acoustic guitar. 
$250 firm. Excellent con- 
diUon. Phone 635-4277. (p2- 
14) 
1971 Kawasaki. 90 co. $125. 
Phone 635-5970. (e3-15) 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows - -  Lamps  - -  made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses. 
(138-1403 
(I117-30) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
'Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (nc-tfn) 
Large bales of hay for sale. 
12.'/5 per bale. Phone 635- 
7878. (!15-15) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (elf.04) 
Kenmore Electric stove - 
white - 22". Crane bathroom 
basin, green; Toilet seat - 
pink. Ski boots - size 3. 
Skates - size 3. Brownie 
uniform - size 8. Phone 635- 
3096 after 5 p.m. weekdays. 
(c3-16) 
OOLOEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. BUII,I)IN(; 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. DEMOI, TIONSAI,E 
at 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 4702 Tuck Ave. 
LTD. Phone 635-2577 
(WesAndrews) Windows, doors, stoves, 
Backhoe Work sinks, tables, 4000 watt 
Hourly & Contract heaters, 500 amp service, 100 
635-3479anytlme watt switches, plumbing 
(A J12) fittings, electric fittings 
SKEE'N'/t(:OLdR-S .... misc. parts and others, ia- 
Residenqal 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-1635 
'(ai4) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Localion • Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
test from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearinq choker 
chain. Ears no* cut. Answers 
to the name of DillinqPr. 
Reward offered. Phone 635 
5937 or 638.1613. (ae|) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Ilerald needed for the Mc- 
C,mnell area on the bench. 
i 'hi."~t~ 
t;:|,~-(;:lS; 
t .c-ctfn I 
lteceptionist Clerk wanted. 
Opening in our hx'al branch 
office for a person who meets 
Interested in partlcipatlnq OP.M. St. Matthews Anglican Contact~ Skeenavlew Lodge. people well, Imndles figures 
may write: Terrace Art ArensSenlor Church Women of Terrace .635.2265. accurately and t,;.ul lYl K, 
Association, Box 82, CitizeMRoom are hiving ThePacific Northwest Music Five (lay week, seal 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary (nc2-15) Chr lms  Festival will be holding its congenial office con. 
Walker, 635.6404; Julia Bauer  montidy meeting at 4T41 veniently located, salar3 
Getlner, 635-6836 or Key WANTEDDONATIONS Nov.2S, 197Sfrom Loon Ave. on Wednesday, vartes onexporience. 
Ehses, 638-1403 for more The Three Rivers Workshop 2.4p.m. Nov. 15 at 8 p.m. Anyone Someone who's interested 
Informatlm. for the Handicapped are In ChurchHsll Interested wishing to obtain in gradually assuming ad- 
looking for donations of any 
Order of the Royal Pu~e old, broken or used pieces of Oo You Feel You Have lr~ormaUon on tbe festival is ditlonal responsibility and 
will hold a Novelly and Bake furniture, also any dlacarded A Drinking Problem? There more than welcome to at- increasing porsouai value 
Solo o, Saturday, November wood preclude we could um Is help tend. (nc5.15) and Income. 
18 from 10 to 2 p.m. at for recycling or renovating. Avalleblel Apply at Avco FL~ncLal 
Overwaiisa In the Skeena Call us at 635-2238 between Phone 635.5636 Auditions for Terrace Little Services Ltd., 4617 Lakelse 
MsU. (,c-17n) oe.m. and 3 p.m., we will 'f ly ALCOHOLICS Theatre's spring production Avenue, Terrace, B.C. or 
MILLs MEMORIAL to make arrangements for ANONYMOUS of "You're A Good Man ~one63S-7107. (a5.1S) , 
THRIFT SHOP pickup. Meetings: Charge Brown", a musical Bequired lmmedla!~y - 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United will take place on Nov. 19 at 
Mills Memorial Hospital l:30 p.m. end Nov. 2Oat 1:30 Medical Office Assistant. 
Auxiliary would appreciate The I.O.F. are holding their Church Thurs, or Sat, 8':30 p.m. p.m. at the Terrace Little Receptionist. 
any donations of good, clean CHRISTMAS BAZAAR Mills Memorial Hospital. 1~cat.,'e, 3625 Kalum St. Duties iaelude - '1~,  
clothing, any household on New.IS, 19/1 Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 1O Pho~e 638-1418 or 635-9444 for Basle Beekkeepi~, General 
Items, toys etc. for their M the Arena Banquet Room to noon, Laketse Hotel, more information. (no) , Office, Medical office ex. 
THRIFT SHOP. from 1 • 3 p.m. Christmas Fedence prdermd. Offlm 
For pickup service phone ornaments and lots of gifts Pregnant and in need of TerrsceLlttleTbeatrenceda =perleece lUlfl laJ:.81dlry 
$35.5320 or 635-5233, or leave for everyone. (nc24.24nov) suIM~)~? a pianist for rehearsals and commensurme Wttll {11. 
donations at the Thrift Shop I on Lszelle Avenue on Area and haxasr ; l l lbehetd ~11 for help from Right.to- produetlon of "You ' re  a geHe~ee. Ufe pr~notws: Good Man Charlie Brown." Pleue brlz~ resume to 
Saturdays between 11 s.m. In Kn(m Unlhld church oQ UNI t  43,¢3144 Phoale S38-1418 or 635-9444 for LaeelleMedialCentl% l ( I .  
Saturday, De¢lmber I from f~rel at 63.q-S136 interview Informatlon~ No[ 4656 Lmmlle Ave., Terrace. 
i~tMl=nd 3 p.m. Thank you, 3 p,m. to 4 I l l  IMI,~B411U JImnl at ~15.¢~03 fortmte but lota of fame. (nc)' !(i~-16) 
M,F-tfn) 
1973 Ford Galaxie 2 dr. ll.T. 
351 engine, P.S., P.B. Good 
running condition. 
30" Tappan & Gurney 
electric range. Phone 635- 
90~4. (e4-17) 
For Sale: propane range. 
Gold, 30" with I00 lb. tank. 
Phone 635-9459. (p2-15) 
Stove & fridge in harvest 
gold. Stove is compact 24" 
range, fully automatic w- 
rotissoire & continuous clean 
oven. Fridge all fridge (no 
freezer compartment). Both 
in excellent condition. Phone 
635-6912. (c4-17) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635-3886. ( p2o-6d l 
Firewood for Sale. tlalf and 
half birch and hemlock. $60 a 
cord. Phone 635.7908. le5-15t 
Cast-iron box stove-heater. 
$65.00. Used 2 months. Phone 
(;35-C.601. (p3-13) 
Do you possess the 
ability to become a: 
Successful 
Executive? 
THEN 
We want YOUR talents 
We NEED your talents 
Let's grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK THE 
FOLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
Oil furnace complete with Retqilor 
tank for sale. $250 OBO. Office Space 
Changed heating to natural 2 stores total of 2800 It, Can 
gas. Phone 635-3510. (c5-17) be separated to 1400 f*. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
I pr. K2 244 Canada skis. 175 Shopping Cenlre, Terrace, 
em long, complete with B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Tyrolia 250 bindings & Vancouver. Available Sept. 
straps. Used only once. $200 1, 1978. (c:f) 
OBO. Also 1 ski suit, fits ages 
13-1S. $35. Phone Verron at 
63,5-6766 after 5 p.m. (p2-14) 
Firewood for Sale. Bill BUSINESS 
Geler. Box 585, Terrace, B .C .  OPPORTUNITIES 
Phone 638.1768. (pl0.13) ForSale. 
Complete coffee truck 
business for sale. Est. 6 
years. Endless potential. No 
competition. Total $5,000 
Carpentry -- Handyman, Phone 635-4350 after 4 p.m. 
available. Small jobs (!~-17) 
des i red:  remodel l ing  
cement work, fix.up. For 
information phone 635-3261, 
Richard Wilkerson. (ps.lS) 
NOTICE 
Check Mazda prices and 
product before buying a I or 
2 year old vehicle. You may 
Wanted to rent: garae for be paying more than a brand 
winter months to store new vehicle with no 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after warranty! 
S p.m. (tfn.slf) Skeena Auto Metal 
llwy. 16 West 
WANTED Terrace, B.C. 
Copiesof September 12, 1978, D.L. 00391A 
Daily Herald. (aft) 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (ncffn) Gas saver--35 miles to the 
gallon. Excellent condition. 
1976 Ford Courier Pickup. 
27,0O0 miles. Asking $3,600. 
Phone 638-1613 days, 635-5937 
nights. (p5-141 
For Rent: One bedroom 
basement suite. Fully fur- 1978 Tram Am TA6.6 Special. 
nished. Close to town. Phone edition. AutomaUe, P.S., 
after4p.m. 635-7710. (pI-14) P.B. Black with gold pin- 
stripping. T top and many. 
other extras. Call 635-3462 
after 6 p.m. (c5-17) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 1971 Mazda P.U. Good 
Three bedroom house on condition. Cai1635-5970. (p5- 
large corner lot. Many 17) 
features must be seen to . ,, 
be appreciated. For, ap  ,, .......... . . . . . . . .  ,.',,' ~ 
pointment phone 632.9-442 1953 Classic Chevy.. Corn,,, 
days,632-6728evenings.(c14- p]etely restored to im- 
24) maculate perfection in- 
cluding button-tufted leather 
interior. Rebuilt engine with 
2 bedroom house. Close to Edelbrock, dual carbs, 
school and downtown. Mallory, IskT, Runt and 
Asking $35,000. For ap- many chrome accessories. 
poinlment ovlew phone 635. Phone 635-5993, 9 a.m. - 3 
3698. (p20.2On) p.m. (p10-21) 
MUSTSELL 
By builder. 2 brand new ....~..~ 
homes. 1040 sq. It., carpet '""'.;~ 
COMING EVENTS': ~:- throughout, f i replace 
carport. 5 year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. Welcome to the Jaycees & 
approved and inspected. For candidates, "All Candidates 
a price you can afford -- Night." Time is 7:3O p.m, at 
under $50,000. For ap- the R,E.M. Lee Theatre on 
pointment to view phone Ben Nov. IS. Master of 
Faber Construction. 635- Ceremonies will be John 
7878. (cl0-~) Taylor. 
The following Agenda will 
NOW UNDER be adhered to: 
CONSTRUCTION 7:30 - Opening Remarks . 
John Taylor. 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L 7:35 Speakers start in 
shaped home with full alphabetical order from A-- 
basement and fireplace. P - 5 minutes per speaker. 
Will finish to your H:30- Questions from the 
choice. Phone floor. (a) Must identify 
63S-6011 themselves (b) May only ask 
635-4094 2 questions maximum. (e) 
(a*fn.026) May only ask question ofI or 
2 candidates (up to 
discretion of Master of 
Ceremonies to allow more 
people to answer). (d) May 
not make a statement, must 
ask a question. Rules a-d 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom only apply to questioners 
trailer or house for 2 girls, from the floor. There will 
6'J5-9737. (c5-14-20) also be phone in questions, 
same rules apply. Phone 
Wanted to rent: 3 bedroom number is 635-2101. 
Izo~se close to town. Phone 9:30 - 3 minute concluding 
635-6617 or (73B-7982. (c5-17) remarks from each C:,~L~. 
didate. Slart Ln reverse 
alphabetical order. 
HERALD i,,: , ) .  Adjour.ment, 
We hope for a good tur. 
CLASSIFIEDS nout. of l.ck in yoor pursuit for office. If there 
people are any questior~s please do 
2. Willingness to relocate 3. Minimum Grade 12 get resuitsl not hesitate to rho,~e Dave L,anglon (635-4642) aJ'ter 5 
education p.m. and before 7 P.m. 
4. Front line ~ ~ , ~ - ~  
determination I . . . . . . . .  
WE OFFER: I m • • . . . _ I 
I .  Pridein our i r . i f  accompl~/s(hments P r i m e  Industr e tria 
2. Good positions 
3. Good benefits l _ I 
4. GOOd remuneration II Om, mA--4. / 
But most important of all l i IF I U I /U I  I •  I 
a chance for a secure I I  " . . . .  * I 
and SucceBsful future. I ~ m  
Excellent opportunity for Jl o | recentgmduates. PRIN E RUPERT, BeG, 
" ~bY :r~eal";:/'lc . Centre ndmtrlal Park, Prince Ru t for s CANADA, LIMITED , per ,  ' ale by 
1978 
I~KEZNAMAI~hTERRACE lit ~An_ge la  P.lutere r at B.C. ! 
/11  oi s~e." "  | 
. . , . :  
/ , : ' .  
57. 
AUTOMOBILES 
~-'or Sale: 1971 Olds Cutlass 
"S" , .  good condition, has 
mag whcela & 4 winter tires 
'on~i~Ima. Further details call 
035-3~20. (I~-13) 
1~4 Chrysler Newport. A-I 
~ondltinn. Low mileage. 
Must be seen to be ap 
lxeelat~l. Best :offer over 
~I,S00 takes. Phone 635-7878. 
(i~-tS) 
Blue ~ T. Dodge P,U; 4 
speed, wall to wall, AM.FM 
tapedeck. Many extras. 
Must be seen. 5445 Hepple 
Rd. 635.6701. (c8-13) 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
NEW-- We invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
cos4om vans from Sundlal 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
palm with extremely well 
finished Interiors and 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew COb -- low mileage, 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for, 
large family or contractor, 
1977 International ~Terra' 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
ham, Locking hub, Diesel 
power. 17000. , .... 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass S t :on  Wagon. 
Slightly <~O~'.ve avorage 
mileage. Below average 
price. $3600. 
1973 Int~natl0~al T ravelall. 
Low " mileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
pensenger and cargo 
capacity. $2100. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, full~, equIppad, 
• new radial fires• ~000. 
1975 GMC % Ton Camper 
5pa¢lal Pick.up Truck. 8200 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition, aSS00. 
Oealer no. Dll13A. (actf-nl) 
S3S-2033 
Hwy. 16 W. 
The Herald, Toe,lay, November 14, 1978, Page |1 
" " . _  _= _ _  THE FORT ON . 
I J I Discover "Bn hCol la O B  : 
8'¢; I J '~  ~ ~ ~ Pt .!" = = • = =.~, g ~- ~ I A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
led. I |  J ~ J~  ! • J~  | B I IM  I I I J~' .% I Fen George, in its recon- : 
635. I v = • v • • • ~ a w • • • b v I strutted state, looks down on the . 
~renely flowing Fraser River, *a ride on thc half-mile track. I I 
, ." ' just as it did when it was built A "last spike" ceremony and ! I 
CHINESE FOOD COOK - PROGRAM DIRECTOR - in 1807. the inaugural run took place July I I t~n  I . .m- .a  I . . . .  I~ - - ,~A-  J ! 
P rev ious  exper ience  Two poeittons open The junction of the Nechako I, 1978. The locomotive used is | - -m.~,- L i iG~ iL~r l r  ~ [~]~i i~[ -  u | 
required. $1o00 per me. + River and the mighty Fra~r was the steam engine of the construe- I " - -  " . . . . . .  I 
GROUP HOME RELIEF busythen, with fur brigades from lion contractors for the Grand I .  __ I 
~, MlXOLOGIST- Should have PARENTS - O days per Stuart Lake to the north, moving Trunk Pacific Railway, now the i tn~t  ~m -~00 Thom~$,  i 
experience. $7.12 per hr. month. Must be a couple with their well-loaded canoes south, Canadian National. The railway i . . . . . . . . . .  - _ - / - .  - . . . . .  i 
- previous experience. $840 heading for Kamloops. And was built thmugh Prince George I Doberman P incher .  une  year  I 
WAA{,TRnESSES ~& CO(~KTA/L per month. . Simon Fraser was at the fort, en in 1914, and the present engine I - 7 - -  - -  . . . . . .  . _  I. 
• , . - . ,= ,~== - - . , , v .a ,  ' ' asu  db  ' ~nsltionsonenintheTerr=,,o p~ ~,~aou~n ¢'-,0,4,- • mute to the great nver s mouth, w se ythcadvancegradlng I o ld ,  wear ing  ChOKer  cnu ln ,  I 
will r- r " '~ 7'~' .t..':'~ . . . . . .  " Y. . . . . .  The first fort was a two-storey crews. I - " • - I 
area. m 7. ~tuw per monm. log building, within a stockade Tender and coaches were de- i ~,,~ nat  ~ut .  Answers  to  the  I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER - serving as a trading pest for the signed and built in Prince George I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
u ~ ~ z ~ . = ~  . . . . . .  ! Must have experience and Hudson's Bay Company. More and a ride amid the smoke and i , ,~, , ,= ,~ l~ i l f lnnmr_  I : l~w, t rd  I 
,,,.,~ . . . . . . .  .,,,.,.:. -..- . . . . . .  nual ¢~u~+ nor month than the usual stock goods were steam is Dart of an unusual lied- I urn,w,,,- v ,  -- . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
pemtions open in me Terrace -, . . . .  ," " " -d h-re as armor coats vel % n . . . . . . . .  s . . . . . .  mun c , , - tage expenence I , ,~ |~11 O~~_qK.K¢ I .~T  Ftr  I 
area. Appllcama must v s " w Is rf mean " " • ;,,,.,!,, two letters n¢ INSTRUCTORS-Recreation et',je e , i~ u dostnch Goldpanners also find much of I vss~J~ta ,  r s ,v , ,~  -,.,, . . . . . .  I 
re~e~ence . . . .  courses for spring term. ~ plumes were reputed to be on the interest in Fort George, scene n"fa I ~,  o • ~.,  a i , ,#~ I 
• perhr, shelves. Part of this may have recentgold-panningcontest;'Fort I OOO' Ig lO  ~SS~ I 
TUBF CARE SPECIALIST - been related to the fact that here 
Vanguard Camper. 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Priced to selll Phone 635. 
4094. (atfn.026) 
le-- ' - -  
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A-10732 
THERE 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Hazelton, B.C. at 
11:00 a.m. on November 24,: 
1978, the Llcence A10732, to 
cut 36,230cunlts of Hemlock, 
Balsam, Spruce, Lodgepole, 
Pine, Cedar located at VCL 
N Boundary of Lot 3022 in the 
• vicinity of Dyne Lake. George.had its own gold rash 
Two (2) years will be Must be experienced in sod LOCUM-Sixmonthpeeition. were "ladics"present. when gold was discovered 'in" 
allowed for removal of product ion .  Sa la ry  Must have grad• experience At the present time, the stock- Omenica country, well north of I psychiatry and o~tetrlcs, effects of the pioneers, being kept pede was short-lived, for the gold unable *o attend the auction SHOE REPAIRMAN - Must $2000 per month, in good order for the modem mu- was elusive and the vein soon scum being built in Fort George petered out. In person may submit a be fully qualified. $800+ per FIRST AID MAN ' All-ronnd Park. There are hay racks, horse- sealed ,ender, to be opened month. Native history is there, too. for 
at the hour of auction and logger, campjob. Musth ve , ,c , ,ticket. IWA rate. drawn grain binders, a brash anlndiancemcteryisheneaththe ISeptembe - ,~7~ 
treated as one bid. BODY REPAIRMAN - Must cutter, a steam engine, a stump grass of the park, the headstones 
Particulars may be ob- be fully qualified jour- OFFICE ASSISTANT - 50 puller, a walking-plow, a hay preserved for posterity, : 
Managertalned frOmMarketthe R gionaIplace. neyman. $1000 per month, wpm typing. 100 wpm rack, and railway memombilia. LookingoutatthequietFraser,. Issues of the 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the MECHANIC'S HELPER - shorthand. $946 per month. The fort also has its own rail- the sound of a faint whistle 
way. In recognition fthe fact hat conjures up the BX or Enterprise 
Forest Ranger, Box 215, Must have experience attd COPY TYPIST - 50-55 wpm tbecomingoftherailmadhelped steamboats which once plied the Ter race /K i t imat  Dai ly ,Herald.  
Hazelto~, B.C. .  .(oct own tools. Salary negotiable, typing. Short term peeiUou, to develop this northerly part of fiver, and often docked at Fort 3,10,17,24,31, Nov 7,14,21) 
- . $4.00+ per hr. the province, a small-gauge mad George Landing. Actually" the We wil l  pay $2 .00  per copy .  
- ' ° '1  PROJECTSUPERVlSOR-  ' hasbeenbuiltbytbeFmser-Fort soond comes from a present day "c 'omP '" '  
I M t ~  Fomlt~ Must have experience in GENERAL OFFICE George Museum Society. 'sawmill. which helps provide the Must  be  le te  i ssues .  
CLERK - Fil ing, mail, The railway station, within the economy of the area, but the ' 
chain link fencing. ,13,000 typing. Temporary position, stockade, is patterned after the feelingoftbebusy past, whentbe ~I.i ,,,~="in" to  the  Ter race /K i t imat  I |TIMBER SALE per yr. 
LICENCE A-19750 $860 per me. original Grand Trunk station, and river carried bravo pioneers, fills. 
THEREpublicWill be offered for here tickets may be purchased for tbe.~jpd. Herald Of f i ce .  
sale at auction by the AUXILIARY CLERK . . . .  Daily 
Regional Manager at Prince GRADER OPERATOR - Cat STENO - 4 me. position. 4O 
Rupert, B.C., at 10:30 a.m. 16 grader. Stewart area. wpm typing and dictaphone. 
on December 15, 1976, the $1448 per. me. $956 per me. 
Licence A.19750;to cut 10,961 
ounjte of spruce, balsam, PROJECT __ ,o , ,  M O B I L E  H O M E  hemlock and trees of other COMPOSING ROOM Must have bookkeeping and 
species located Bell Irving FOREMAN - Must have nutritionkn0wledge.$180psr 
CressingNo. 1Cassiar Land thorough knowledge of all week. 
District. equipment, Salary 
Two (2) years will be negotiable . . . .  SHOE SALES CLERK IMMEDIATE  DEL IVERY 
allowed for removal ~ of . . . . . . . .  P rev ious  exper ience  .~,, ~. ,. TO.YOURLOCATION 
timber.. ~o ar~now ava i lab le  on our lovely 14 w ide  and. Provided anyone wi~o is PSYCHIATRIC! -~" ~C|'~.L required. $4.30 per hr. 
unable to attend the auction WORKER -~ "Mus~ '~ h~t~ve CARPENTER - Must have doublewide mobile homes. You choose your  
in person may submit a Masters in S.W• $i7i7~ 'per own tools. Temporary job. 
sealed tender, to be opened month. Contract basis, decor, and we custom build to suit. 
at the hour of auction and Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
'treated as one bid. Expense Imid fa re  Vancouver .  return.  For  
Particulars may be obv free credH ¢lieck and approval please phone 
RECIPE  °"'°" Particulars may be ob- " Parker Homes of Canada Lffi. rained from the Regional ~ 935-5447 
Manager, Market Place, ' 
m m ~  1972 Chev Impala. Must sell. Prince Rupert, B.C., VSJ IB~ Good condition. Inquire no. or the Forest Ranger, Box 
,14-- 3624 Kalum, Sunny hiU, 6T,~tt~#~t,'~:~.iVOT 'lwg:'' 
'rrati~C0uri. (p3-13). ' (~J4-i4~i~,28;dS) . . . . .  : . 
1975 Datsun P•U• w.2,000 
engine, Winnebago canopy: 
heavy duty bumper, trent 
tire mount. 22,000 miles. Best 
offer. Phone e33-8265 after 5 
p.m. (cffn-ng) 
1975 Dodge Van. P•S., 318 V- 
8. Excellent work van in 
good condition. 638-1351 after 
5 p.m. (c3.13) 
1967 Mustang. 302 automatic, 
P.S. Best offer. 635-9737. (c5- 
15) 
12 year old mare. Part 
Morgan. For further in- 
formation call 635-7878. (p5- 
15) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court • no. 27. Phone 
638.1246. (p20.n22) 
For Sale by Owner: Double 
wide with garage and tool 
shed. Close to school. Phone. 
635.9785. (plO.13) 
For Sale: 1974 Homco 
Diplomat mobile home. 12 x 
~0, 2 bedrooms plus laundry 
room & 8 x 16. Ioey shack. Set 
up end skirted at no. 14 In 
Terrace Trailer Court. Will 
sell partially or unfurnished. 
Rhone &lS.SS14 after S p,m, 
(p10-15) 
For Rent or Sale: 2 bedroom 
trailer on acreage approx. 10 
miles E. of Terrace. Suitable 
for couple. For information 
phone 635-2339. (p3-13) 
' REPOSSESSEDAND 
N EW MOBI LE HOMES 
No down payment O.A,C. 
Will fly you into Van. 
couver all expenses peld, 
Phone collect 437-1311 and 
ask for Mr, Starks. 
(a10-27oct) 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as $100.00 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and del ivered, 
t rades  welcome.  
Phone  co l lec t  591 
5105. 
(elf) 
II 
! 
]B ;C .App  e Gran0 la., 
Cook ies  
90 Hough Loader. 1976 - 2600 
hours. 1976 four wheel drive. 
For the two - ~,000. Phone 
635-2933. (910-21) 
(Ernie) Ernest Earl Stevens 
Passed away quietly on 
November 12, 19"/8 at his 
residence in Terrace. He is 
survived by his wife Mary. 
Also survived by four sons 
Richard, Robert, Michael 
and Douglas all of Terrace. 
Three sisters Marge 
Straga of Revelstoke, C~ol 
Pachwccd of Edmonton and 
Lynn of Surrey. 
Ernie was born in 1933 in 
Edmonton, Alberta. Left at 
a very young age to Langley, 
B.C. Came toTerracein 1952 
taking up residene in 19M. 
Emie was a well known 
electrician and contractor in 
Terrace and area for thepast 
26 years. 
Ernie was best known for 
volunteering his help in 
times of need. 
Funeral services will be 
held Wednesday, November 
15, 1978 at 2 p.m. in the 
Salvation Army Chapel, 4637 
B.C. APPLE  GRANOLA COOKIES  
Tl~ese cookies are  so 
packed with who lesome 
goodness  they ' l l  de l ight  
even  the most  nut r i t ion  
consdousl 
¼ cup butter 
¼ cup white sugar 
¼ cup brown sugar 
1 egg 
sA cup whole wheat flour 
cup a l l -purpose  f lour  
teaspoon salt 
V~ teaspoon baldng soda 
1 teaspoon c innamon 
¼ teaspoon ground dovon 
¼ teaspoon ground 
~pice  
1 cup  B .C .  Spartan 
apples ,  pee led  and  
grated 
9t cup granola 
½ cup quick-eoolfie8 oat- 
meal 
Vs cup raisins 
Cream butter and sugars 
together; add egg. Com- 
bine thenext  seven dry 
ingred ients .  Add to 
creamed miatum, Stir in 
grated apple, grange, oat, 
meal and midas .  Drop 
from a spoon on  to a 
well.greased eookie sheet. 
l~e  ~ I~ ~ ~ . .  
for 15 minutes, or 
golden brown. 
Yield: 3 dozen 
Walsh. 
Service to be officiated by . 
Lt. Jack Strickland, Pall I ' I 
Bearers are Jim Granger I . j [ . ] [ l t~BO~ ~ - ' ~ - ' - ' "  - -~ ' - -  1 
(Honorary), Er ie  Van I | 
Holdren, Bill Watson, Boo I • 
Gray,• Art Hlushak, Roy " 
Clifford and Dave Mallett. In less than a century, the ~ I -'-"1 ; .  "-":" 
Intornnlentwilltal¢.eplaceat averageAmericanslifeexpec-I"1 [~ [ I~ '~ l l  
the new KitsumRamm Army fancy nearly doubled, thanks I I  [~Vt-~q~ .  [ le~ [ I I  
or flowers accepted, greatly to big changes in our I I [~/~ ~ II~M [ MI 
... A W A Y the i r  t reatment•  . 
One of the best wa, s to ~'] ~"~ ~" /~ " ~  I ~-k 'X  t "r"I I"LW'~"-", ' '" " ~1 // " J l  "-~" - ~" 
for i g" , f t l~  f~A~W' ,  ~ ~I  concentrating on others-- 
nee Grou sponsor o ~ t k\ ~x~/•  , . , ,  , In•ura -P' o . . . .  )A \~  )'.,-~d~'~ ||~J I cancer in particular. In fact, 
the Jun ior  Fire ~arsna~ ~ • tt v~j~-a~-  " ints out that a [[~l~" ~z~~~[ '=- ' [  some 5,500 scientists from 
rrogram, po . . . . .  ~ ~"q~l~[ I I~l~[[) I over 70 countries are trying 
ood •moke detector sets Oi l  ~ / I -~ i  l l g . . . . . . .  n of ~ -  _~ to help combat this problem 
n alarm at me llrst stg a • nou-h THEN: In the 1800 s i t  was by pooling their ideas at the 
ires ou e g fire. Thi• g Y - .o believed by some that ty- Twelfth International Cancer 
time to escape uninjureo--n . .. ". . . . . . . . . . . .  • ^ u ~"'~ ,,our family have pnom come oe cureo oy uongrem nero !n a mamng 
~ . ~"~• ~ " ~ - ~o--e applying suction cups to the South American nation 
aoe ann renearsea  - -, m . patient's skin. Argentina. 
escape plan. 
Stockade now protects hislory o f  the Prim'e George area• :~ ~ !t - J  "~ 
' " • . . . . .  : '~  ., ~ b ! ~  
A SPEOIAL EVENT 
FOR SENIOR OITIZENS /~ 
AND HANDIOAPPEN PERSONS 
our senior e¢i~ena nd handleapp~ p.sons.rr~ ~ t~ t~ Terraee 
Co-op S~opplng ~entre. for an evenlnq ~ ~a~,m~,t ,  " re~,~, t .  ,~d 
shopplnq. ' 
y y~u ,~re a senior e¢~n .r ~ ~  ~rsen or ~ ob 
one w~ wlshea t~ ~ ,  p lv~ phon. a~r na,n.s and address In t~ 
our sw#eh-~ard. T~e number t~ Call is 635'634Z 
Transportation t~ and/tom ~ ~re  wile be provld.d w~e 
r~ulr~d. 
wrapping and Ir,e delivery, and t1~re wile b. a dlseount on ale pure~. .  
mad, Indudenq frod. 
Only sonar e¢i~na and kandleappul pe~sens will be allowed t6 
s~p during t~is event. Any .seorts are frr ~ only. We will not 
#~ open io the public at larqe. 
I6 any person wonld llke to ~ prov~ tranap~rtatlon d¢,rb, q
~a .,~nt please leave your name and phon~ nw,. ~ 
at ~e swlt~-board or ~urral Ogiee y.u will be 7 
e~aeed ~re  November ~Ta. I 
:O.OP 
t A~ 
"L"6" '~ 
'7 
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Dear Abby 
DEAR ABBY: My daughter-in-law and I are 
separated by 3,000 miles. I never visit unless he in- 
rites me. She and my son have been married for l0 
years and I 'm invited for one week every year. 
A half hour after my arrival, my daughter-in.law 
goes into her bedroom and leaves me with her two 
children, 7and 8. Two hours tater my son comes home 
and informs me that his wife has a headache. 
I prepare the evening meal and my son takes his wife 
hers on a tray. This goes on every day until I leave. 
There is never any communication between us. She 
stays locked up in her room until I leave. She hardly 
says hello, and she never says goodbye. She doesn't 
even talk to her children. She acts as though they 
aren't there. 
How can anyone he so hateful? She has a beautiful 
home, new ear, money, clothes, jewelry--everything a 
woman could ask for. 
This "sick" routine is a fake. If she doesn't want me 
to visit, why does she invite me? Her letters are so 
sweat. What is your opinion? 
TEARS IN NEW MEXICO 
DEAR TEMIS: It's ubvious that your daughter-in- 
law feels unable to ha,idle any kind of communlcatioq 
with you, aqd she refuses to try. llefore eonde,nning 
her, ask your son what's going on, (She could be in 
therapy.) For you to have tolerated her disappearing 
aet for 10 years without asking for an explanation 
seems trange. I can't blame you for shedding tears, 
but take comfort in the French philosophy: "To k,mw 
all is to forgive all." 
DEAR ABBY: Re the man who hired the four 
teenage boys to mow his lawn and clean his garage. 
Glad to hear that the boys did such a good job, but I 
wonder whether this man complied with all the federal 
and state laws regarding employment• 
Did he get the Social Sercurity number of all four 
boys? Did he pay them with four personal checks? He 
must have these records for Social Security reports on 
withholdlngs if he pays more than $50 per quarter for 
domestic help. In fact, he should be able to verify or 
prove that he did not pay more than $50 per quarter in 
wages. 
Did he pay the four boys all at the same rate of $2.65 
per hour to comply with the federal minimum wage 
law? 
Then, too, I wonder whether he was adequately 
covered for accident liability with a private insurance 
policy or by a state-operated insurance plan. If the 
latter, this would involve more record keeping. 
I am all in favor of employing teenagers. But it is not 
as simple as it sounds if you comply with all the laws, 
keep all the necessary records, and are adequately 
covered by liability insurance. 
R.LS., MARYSVILLE, OHIO 
DEAR R.L.S.: You sound like a very competent 
accountant. Or a man who's been educated by one. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEELING GUILTY" IN 
MATTOON, ILl..: Don't feel guilty. No one said It 
better than Felix Frankfurter: "There's no highbrow 
in any lowbrow, but there's afair amount of lowbrow in 
every highbrow." 
Horoscope 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Make sure you recognize the 
knock of opportunity, and 
answer it in your usual clever 
way. This could be the chance 
you've been waiting for. 
TAURUS ~:~=~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
You may surprise those you 
know by taking a firm and 
unyielding stand. They'll try 
to talk you around, but it's no 
go this time. 
GEMINI 21111~ 
(May 22 to June . 
This isn't the moment o 
bring up money matters. The 
timing is had, and it won't get 
you any place. Hold off for the 
present. 
CAN=.  Oet  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Those who aggravate you 
had best head for the tornado 
shelter because your usually 
mild temper may take off like 
a twister. 
, so  
l JUlY 24 to Aug. 
Don't be embarrassed by 
insisting that you get what's 
due you. It is necessary to be 
assertive, and you have the 
knaek of doing so taetfuily. 
Frances  Drake  
v=o 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Postpone decisions about 
travel, money, job or romance 
for the next two weeks. Wait 
until you can see things more 
rationally. 
Lmaa .a .Z:~,  
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) - -  
Your delightful sense of 
humor must prevail today else 
a tendency to he rebellious -- 
and at the top of your lungs -- 
could cause the week to go 
sour. 
sco.P1O 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Escapism is out for the 
moment. Certain matters 
can't be overlooked so roll up 
your sleeves and start 
problem-solving this minute. 
SAGrITARIUS ~, , . . .~  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) --,,~ 
Don't make things more 
eomplieated than they already 
are. Cut away the layers of 
mist, and get right to the heart 
of the matter without delay. 
 A,'.ICO.N 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Stand up and cheer for a 
friend who has finally been 
recognized. A celebration is 
definitely in order. Start the 
ball roiling. 
AQUARIUS ~ .4;~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "~/.~,Jl~ 
You have a great deal of 
bounce to the ounce today, and 
can move mountains if need 
be. Zip through the work load 
secure in the thought that 
nothing can throw you. 
PISCI~ X ~'  / 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ~;*. 
A matter of confusion will he 
cleared up to your satisfac- 
tion. It involves taking 
another look -~ and from 
another angle -- at the 
problem. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
delightful sense of humor that 
enables you to see the 
amusing side of just about 
anything. You thrive on 
people, love to socialize, and 
are extremely popular 
because you make others feel 
good. You have intellectual 
interests, a flair for making 
money, and a desire for ad- 
venture. You could make bold 
moves that would bring you 
success. All of this, providing 
you sharpen your talents and 
avoid a tendency to fritter 
away time on pure enjoyment 
alone. Birthdate of: Marya 
Mannes, writer; William 
Steig, cartoonist; Robert 
Fulton, inventor. 
' I!l?~ Kink F',,atures Syndi,'llh,. In,'. 
l  . l'tA i 
I I  #)"  
"i ttll.k he tikes alter his great great great great 
g r . t  great great great gteai.grandfaiher." 
I I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I"  " l "  "1  . . . . . . .  
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Crosswor,:l 
ACRI)SS 
. I IJquid 
n leasure  
$ (;eni 
9 Trivial lie 
I 's' WM ox 
13 Chinese 
was 
14 Bustle 
15 Affectionate 
17 Chinese 
export 
18 California 
showplace: 
San-  
19 Anesthetic 
21 Neighbor 
of Va. 
22 Famous 
scientist 
24 Witticism 
27 Youth 
28 Support 
31 Still the 
"greatest" 
32 '" - of 
Good 
Feeling" 
33 Medieval 
poem 
34 Unmarried 
womun 
36 Hindu 
cymbals 
37 Combustible DOWN 23 l,and held 
heap 1 Chatters in fee 
38 Fortune- 2 Symbol simple 
teller's card at the (Orkney lsl. I 
40 Arabic letter Crucifixion 24 'ro squeeze 
41 Faithful 3 Weaving 25 Wailach or 
43 Mexican machine Whitney 
blanket 4 Dmnant 26 hike a 
47 "To -- is 5 Undefended certain 
human... " 6 Through sibling 
48 Brotherly 7 -- for one 27 Apollo's 
51 Split pulse 8 Stratum mother 
52 Within: 9 Paternal 29 Crew 
comb. form 10 - f i xe  member 
53 Burden 11 Male of ,10 -- in the sky 
54 Start for swine ',15 -- llarbor, 
one or body 16 Ad-  N.Y. 
55 Grate cmmniltee 37 hnitate 
56 Piece of 20 Useful hint 39 To direct 
gossip 22 Gem weight attention 
Average solution time: 23 rain. 40 Charge 
I P_ IAI .c. IAIWlAIR. I f l P  t~ I IRIAISIOlRIOISi o :~'A 
CARP RT5  FiR ' 
liiialolrI alrls 
IC 1,0,_ 1711il.~..ll~ IL ~E IA 
1 i°lTiit! . . . . .  I'JIA L ID 
11-2 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
I1 "--- and the 
Swan"  
42 Where 
Isfahan is 
13 Traffic sign 
44 -- Kareniua 
45 Saul of 
Tarsus 
46 Otherwise 
49 Nucleic 
acid 
50 Paid 
notwcs 
Crossword S/e/l= 
I,' I .~. I,I 
1!1 211 
;i/ ,IH 4!1 hll 
51 ~ b? 
CRYPTOQUIP 
DBRH DKOYUN IBUYHKN 
UBBOV K IPKH 
11-2 
VPKVBR 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip - RAUCOUS NEW ROOSTER 
CROWED AT DAWN. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: I equals H 
The Crypteqnip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
(c~ 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
By Stan Lee and John Rornita 
YOUR BA$~ I$ A J~ • ~ l  BUT :I" CAN T SHAKE 
S~ASH! x%. l=t .  I I  THIS FEIELIN6 OF 
X I k  I~BPlN6 17ANGER! 
~,~.  . ~. ~ 
CA TFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
~ - -  - -  - -  - -  I " I r ,-i"l AGl  TH'nA, I,,,I il II   Pil: A,  llli III III THOO~HT:" h----~ Illl.. il.I.. I I] 
Doc?  - -  } - - - *  " 
L~:" I t.# ti.{O 
the WIZARD OF IO, By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
Ff Z. HeAKYOu bP6T'A~OFH~I~ I ~ ~. . -  ,~  i ...... [ FH- JUg . . . .  < 
__ A / 
,, <_ ,  , ,,:. ...o_. . I 7 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
~OI/V LOI~O flAVE. YoU A~D A/~AUD~ '~ ... LDNE~ F_.NoUC-~H ~ HE EZF_£EK~ Tb A .~-,ECDND 
EN A/tA~,gf~P, JAKF_.. ? J HoNF..V'A,~:~Kt A~ A "VINEbA~ .~ATF_.LLIT&" 
- ~ ~ -7 / -  
D 
~ BACK ANP/"A/.K/A~ .... 
NIIH MARAIHQIV flINN~ 
MI~ POTA.~H, AU77/OR OF 
l 
By Gary Trudeau 
MILff, YOU AR6UE IN YOU~ BUT ~/REL Y .... ~" 
BOOK IT/AT FAIN IHRDUbH lflAT'~ R/~HT, IIIERE~G A lllAT'5 R/6HT, 
RUNNIN6 5 NOT ONLY O00P ZON~f-R. YOU I/IRF-GI/OLP. Z~PNKER. YOU 
Yt/F B£ST =.~LI ING "TILE FOR [H£ PXTOX I r~ (,~OD JUGf CAN'T SAY A ~,AK . JUST CAN'T SAY 
C~PEE BOO,PAIN.* FOR IHE MIND,, lO0, RICH/~. YNOU6// AL3OUI /NO PO/N/ f" £NOLI6H A~ 
~'~'Y '  ',~; ' Im I I~' , , '~Y' ,~,  :~ ,<, , r .~ '  I 
- . • . .. , I.~ .~- t , t , ? .L .~3~.?~(  ~, 
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